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CHAPTER I 
IN'l'RODUC'l'I ON 
Wnen a mature, healtny ovum is fertilized by an equally 
healthy sperm, a new life begins. Vlithin the two quivering 
specks of protoplasm now made one, are staggering possibilities. 
The line up of the genes, representing as it does the total 
inheritance of legions of ancestors, deterr.1ines from the 
earliest moment of conception the possibility for growth and 
development of which the new individual is capable. Given a 
favorable maternal physiology, and no deleterious outside 
influences, the fetus will emerge after nine calendar months 
from the shelter of the uterus to begin its journey towards 
hurnan fulfillment. But hereditary factors alone will not 
determine how fully he will attain this goal. "'l'he outcome of 
development for any particular individual will depend on the 
inter-action between the equipment with which the infant is 
born and the forces of his er,vironment. "1 \!here he lives, the 
children with whom he plays, the teachers who will guide his 
early years, the illnesses he has, his successes and failures 
at school or play, are only a few of the myriads of influences 
which \Jill leave their impact for good or ill upon his 
character and personality. But most of all will he be 
lProvence, Sally Ann, "The liiother-Infant Helationship and 
Infant Development" in Psychological Aspects in the Care of 
Infants and Children (Columbus, Ohio: Hoss Laboratories, 1956), 
~ p. 15. 
influenced by his immediate environment, by the circle which 
makes up his baby world--his family and primarily his mother. 
On this point, Florence Blalce says: 
To ensure optimal growth the newborn needs a 
mother who is prepared to receive him with 
unconditional acceptance, warmth, and freedom 
to use her intu:L ti ve powers of motherliness. 
The relationship a newborn infant experiences 
with his mother is the first and r.1ost meaning-
ful experience of his life. It profoundly 
influences his feelings about the vwrld and 
all his future relationships with people.2 
The part of the father in the character and personality 
development of the young child is often ignored. It is true 
•that in meeting the immediate needs of the young infant, mother 
alone can suffice. Psychologists however point out that if the 
.mother is to give adequately to her infant she must have the 
•love and support of her husband. The more she feels secure in 
ithese, the more fully she is able to accept, love, and cherish 
' 
·her infant. As the child grows older, father's action on the 
·formation of character becomes more direct. Fr-om him the little 
boy gets his first ideas of masculinity and forms the pattern 
1 from which one day his own manhood will emerge. ':latching her 
•father the little girl will form her first ideas about the 
opposite sex, ideas that will influence profoundly her- future 
,.---------
'1 
!1 2Blake, Florence, The Child, His Parents and the Nurse 
i! (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, l95L~), p. jl. 
!l 
2 
,, 
-, J: 
iadjustment towards life, love an~ marriage.~-~ 
Odenwold, Director of the Child Genter and assistant 
'!professor of psychiatry at the Catholic University points out 
:! 
iin a message to parents: 
., 
;I 
ParcnthooU. must be a :.:;hared rela tion:ship to 
the child, a shareC. responsibility. 'l'he ch:Ud 
should be brought up to a feelinr.; of bcin::; an 
incJi vidual part of a unity which is his 
strength ancl guiC:.e. In the harr.;onious ho;·ne 
the child's relationship is not to his n~ther 
or father as separaJce entities; it is the 
totality of their relationship as parents. 
It is a share~ relationship~ a feeling of 
oneness, father, r.1other and chile. 5 
Com;rrenting on parental failures Phoeni:: l"Cl!lar:=s: 
~.1hen a r:1an or \'Jor:1an fails on a job they can 
either be changed to some othe:.o occupation 
or res trainee!. or ciischarsec_. ::~y anci lars:c:: 
the business uill not suffer, nor T,,,~ill the 
individual. ::3ut :-Jhen a parent fa:LlG, it is 
not merely a personal failure affecting 
only one person; in its effects it reaches 
doHn and touches many, many ~~.i ves, carr~l~i_ng 
itc effect into generations yet unborn. 
For parental failures ruin chil6r'en and they 
in turn are incapable of rightly reo.rinL; 
tl-1eir o 1:.Jn child.ren and thus tl1.e ini t:Lc.l 
failure reacl1es 6own to seneration after 
zcneration and ;-r:any lives are naclc u.nhappy. 
Parental faj_Jure in the incli viJ.t;_al fauily :l.s 
not an isolate~ th~ns. It affects all society 
at its very roots. 
;: 3Genne, ~:-iillia~-.t E., Husbands and Pregnc:!.ncy ( ;Je-.'i Yor~-~: AJsocia-
tion Press), p. 108. 
'i 
.: 4od.en\·"V-alcJ., P,obert P., ;]=.;lathers are 'JIP 1 _~, '~ ·The 0ign, (IJe.-t 
Jersey: June 1953), (r·eprint). 
:: 
i; 
'1 
,. 
1; 
il 
ii 
·, 
!\ 
:: 
'I 
" .. :JQ.r' :::~n;-,ra 1 (l OP Cit 
:; v..C..: ~" -'-'-"-J -- • • 
1! 
.:b ii Phoeni::, Joseph (}., r_;_lhe Ch-i lc;_ and Protlct:i3 of r_~1 o-Gc::_:y 
,..., 11 St. l·icinra•l Archabbey IncOl'po2ated, 1991), p. 7•!. 
i! 
ii (Indiana: 
.. --~--~ ~~ .. 
3 
:r 
1: 
Hi tn recognition of the need for well adjusted, competent 
,, 
,' parents, able to meet the challenge of their important role, 
i comes the question, what group or groups can offer the prepara- · 
~ I 
:: tion which will best foster their development? Since we have 
li 
'.already said, parents too are so much the product of their 
,, 
' 
·:environment, the home is certainly the foremost of these 
i! 
,: influences. The Church, vi tally concerned as it is VIi th man 1 s 
i! 
,; eternal destiny plays an important part also since generally 
i; 
spea,cing a vigorous spiritual life can be built only on a 
stronc foundation of natural goodness. 3esicles these there are 
the services of the various professions, the medical profession, 
the social woricers, and the nursing profession. Hecent trends 
~have shown an increased tendency to recogni~e the contributions 
. which these disciplines can bring to happy, successful parent-
L hood. 
•! 
,i Purpose and Justification of this Study 
'rhe purpose of this study is a very practical one. The 
'; v1ri ter is engaged in the nursing department of a large 
!i maternity service currently going through a period of expansion 
:.and consequent re-organization. Efforts are bein[; made to 
square the type of service offered to patients Hith sound 
principles of "family centered" care. Among the several 
·projects invol vee\ in tte implementation of this prograi',J are two 
.which appear to have particular value--classes for expectant 
ilparents and the establishment of a small roomine;-in service. 
!; 
lilt is the opinion of the writer that just as nature prepares 
jj "' 
' •: 
<the mother for the physiological adaptation coincident to her 
:'pregnancy and approaching motherhood, there is also a psycho-
illogical adaptation which makes expectant parents particularly 
I! 
:I i receptive to lmowledge that will aid them in filline; the roles 
:! 
:!so soon to be theirs. Never again will most young parents 
;, have so good an opportunity for learning together as during 
1: 
ii the period just preceding and following the birth of their 
il 
:child. Since the projects in question have been in existence 
,for sometime, an evaluation would appeo.r worthwhile at 'chis 
point. 'i'he result of such an evaluation would hopefully give 
. added stimulus to efforts already being made tmmrd::> parent 
''education and point out ways in which the proc;ram could be 
:made still more useful to parents. 
Statement of the Probler,J 
The coming of the first baby brings with it profound 
.changes in the family and the need for many adjuctments. 7he 
manner in which these adjustments are made can have lasting 
·effects on family relationships. It is the opinion of the 
inve::>tigator that timely and appropriate professional guidance 
can favorably influence the development of a young couple into 
good parents. Many of the effects of thi::> guidance will be 
discernable only in retrospect, but the investigator believes 
that some may be immediately apparent. In thi.s study an 
attempt has been made to discover some of these beneficial 
effects as the answer is soue;ht to the question: 1vhat, if any 
are the significant differences between the experience of 
5 
;: 
~ ~ 
!I 
~~prepared and unprepareci couples~ cspeciull~r the r:1othc1'S ~ as 
;!they pass through labor, chil6birth, and the early iays of 
.i ij adjustment to the ne: .."J baby. In ':ihat ';rayc are these differences 
:i !!related to the professional guidance su9plicd 
I !i hooU classes and the roon:.ing-in e~-=pericnce? 
i: _3cooe 2-nd LiDi tat ions o1" the 3tudy I! "" 
!\ 
·,'· .. !' There are several limitations to tl1e stuGy. One of the 
'.' 1~os t obvious lini ta tions arises fran-: the sr:1all nLFiiber of cases 
, studied_, eis;ht proparecl anci 8ight unprepared cOL:ct.Jlc:3. '_Chcre is 
no guarantee in a group of this size tha-: thc2e has been a 
typical selection. The follovling e:;.::a;.:"l~)le illlistrates this: 
Of our prepared group all except one b::·eas t fed the1 r infants. 
,:rthis is out of line '.:rith our usual figures as ';/811 &s t·Jith 
:; r:_--;tat:!_;::;tics in other breast fecciin~ stucLie:::;. ~=rea~3t feec5.in:::; is 
li'!.OI'e cor.:t:1on amons mothers T,·1ho attend clasr.es c~nd choose roo~-t;ing-~i 
in but cJ.ata uut;t;ests that no r.1ore than fort;,r or fifty· percent ., 
' i! 
r; 
' Anotl1er limitation seens to lie in the fact ~ha~ even !' 
·i 
:i Ghouc:h the preparcC:_ grou_p ma~r possess ;::;o;ne (~_e;"Jirable character-
·.i '---"' 
,; istlcs not observed :I in the unprepare:U ~_,_;rou), it i;::; ~d.ffi.cul t to 11 
"i 
~; det;ermine to 1.-,~hat c~e:;ree this has been causec~ b~r pre-e:;cisting 
i! factors of heredity or- early experience:. 'l,hcse factors are so 
!i 
~!multiple and subject to variation that 
;groups '.'/Ould be difficult to attain. 
Another liQitation arises fron1 the fact that the 
II 
il 
II 
' 
6 
!I 
·investigator participated in the direction anc; teaching of the 
,parenthood classes. 3he had therefore, already formed a good 
1: relationship wi t!1 the prepared couples. Though every effort 
i' 
1: !i was made to establish similar rapport with mer,Jbers of the 
" :• 
' ~~unprepared group it appears obvious that absolute equality on 
' 
i! this score is impossible of attainment. 
The method selected for investigation of the problem was a 
directed interview with each prepared anci each unprepared 
mother on the fourth or fifth postpartum day, and a telephone 
! 
'interview with each about four or five weeks after ciischarge 
from the hospital. This information ·.1as combined Hi th certain 
pertinent facts selected fror:1 the mother 1 s hospital record for 
i1 analysis. 
Definition of Terms 
In this study the following definitions shall be under-
~,stood: Prepared couples shall be defined as those husbands and 
I' i; 
:. wives who at tended together the preparation-for-parenthood 
d 
:,•classes given at St. il\argaret 1 s Hospital, Dorchester, r!tassachu-
:• 
:setts, and who on the wife's admission chose the "rooming-in" 
i ~ 
:;type of care. In this study they are designateci as A, B, c, D, 
1: liE, F, G, and H. 
Unprepared couples shall be defineci as those couples Hho 
,:did not attend preparation-for-parenthood classes, and who on 
ii ,, 
!!admission of the wife to the hospital chose the traditional 
~ 
:! 
li 
'· 
7 
type or' pos"G-partum care in which babies are cared for in the !' 
(central nursery and are brought to their mothers only for day-
'! 
' 
time feedings. In this study they are designated as K, L, !~, 
N, O, P, P, and H. 
Hooming-in, except when otherv1ise stated in the text, 
' shall be ciefined as a method by which mother and infant are 
li , ;:careo. for together in the same room, by the same nurse during 
I 
i• the greater part of the day, and in which the mother is free to 
,, participate in the care ol' her baby in accordance with the 
ability and her desire to do so. Since this type of care is 
not extended throughout the twenty-four hom's, it would be more 
correct to call it "modified roomin~:;-in" but this term would 
appear too cumbersome for frequent use. 
Sequence of Presentation 
Chapter II contains a review of the literature related to 
the study, and the bases and statement of the hypothesis. In 
.: Chapter III are given a description of the settin~:; in which the 
1
1 
study was made, a description of the parenthood classes and 
' 
rooming-in service which form the basis of the study, the 
"selection and description of the sample, the type of data 
i! secured, and methods of procuring these data. In Chapter IV 
::data are interpreted, and analysed. Chapter V gives a surmnary 
:iof the study with the investigator's conclusions and recommenda-
,tions. 
8 
n 
' 
CHAP'l'EH II 
'l'HEOHETICAL FHAHE':IOHK OF THE S'l'UDY 
Heview of the Literature 
'l'he type of literature current in the professional 
magazines of a given period provides a good index of the 
thinxing and interests of the period. \'lith this in mind a 
cursory review of the material in the maternal and child 
health nursing field over the last two decades reveals an 
interesting change in focus. Hore and more, the emphasis Hhich 
had formerly been almost entirely upon the material and tech-
nical aspects of this care, is shifting in such a Hay as to 
give equal consideration to the psychological and e,'!Otional 
aspects which are now recognized as being equally important. 
It was natural that during the early part of the twentieth 
century attention was focused on improvement of the techniques 
that were to drastically reduce mortality and morbidity. During 
this period advances in medicine and the trend towards hospital 
deliveries had greatly increased the safety of child bearing.l 
But with the new methods came certain disadvantages. As 
Jackson and Trainham point out: 
The shift in the place for the delivering of 
babies from the home to the hospital has been 
accompanied by a significant reciuction in 
maternal and infant mol1 tali ty. However during 
the last fifteen years this has not been an 
unmixed blessing, because it has resulted in 
lllirlcwood, Samuel, "Twenty Years of Maternal Care," Children, 
2:134; July-August, 1955. 
9 
an unnatural fragmentation of the fa~ily at 
a momentous time for building unity. 
Rigid routines were the order of the day in most obstet-
rical departments--routines that left hospital personnel little 
,,chance to discover the mother's psychological or teaching 
:needs. In the interest of asepsis, families v1ere excluded. On 
the postpartura floor, in an effort to establish safe standards, 
the mother became a victim of routines and rituals. Her 
infant v1as whisked away to a nursery to be brought out only at 
·pre-determined intervals--all too infrequent in many cases. 
, Under this system breast feeding became less successful and. 
.the bottle came to be accepted as a convenient substitute,3 
There can be no doubt that complete safety for mother and 
infant is the "sine qua non" of a good maternity service. 
Experience both at horne and abroad hoNever, would indicate 
that this can be provided as effectively in an atmosphere of 
',understanding and friendliness, in which attention is given to 
individual and family needs, as in an atmosphere characterized 
by rigidity and mechanization. 
Corbin on this point states: 
'l'o g1 ve each mother a sense of emotional 
security the system of providing obstetric 
care and the basic philosophy underlying it 
must be revised, It must be a system which 
2Jackson, Edith B. and Genevieve 
Iviaternity and Infant Care, (New 
Foundation, 1950). 
Trainham, ;,'amily Centered 
Yorl,' •• "1'he' J···os 'ah ''acy J'r c ~ 'l ' • 
3Jackson, E6.i th B., "Nevi Trends in Iviaterni ty Care, " American 
Journal of Nursing, 55:584:586. 
10 
puts the patient, her feelings, and her family 
in the center. 1-
Developing this sar;Je idea further Hicdenbach says: 
Family-Centered Maternity nursing has as its 
primary purpose not only the maximum safety, 
neal th and Helfare of each 1~1other and expected 
baby, but also enhancement of the childbearing 
experience to the greatest degree possible for 
each mother, father, and child. It i.G concerned 
both with promotion of health and v!ith control 
and prevention of complicating cono.i tions. It 
is directed ahmys toward strengthen:Lng parent 1 s 
inner resources so that they may be better able 
to participate in the mother's pregnancy, labor 
and delivery, and to experience deep and en-
during satisfactions which may be reflecteu 
throughout the childbearipg period as well as 
in their role as parents.?~ 
In her discussion of "fanily centered" maternity care 
Blake gives an excellent discussion of the need of expectant 
parents for preparation for the childbirth experience and for 
:; their responsibilities in the care and rearing of their child-,, 
!;ren. 
ii 
She points out specific areas in which parents need 
::reassurance and support and stresses the importance of dis-
tl 6 \'!covering and meeting individual needs. 
,, 
I 
'l'his importance of meeting expectant parents 1 need for 
i!lmowledge is receiving ever wider recognition as is evidenced by 
!i 
;' 
Hazel, "Emotional Aspects of Iviaterni ty Care, " American 
of Nursing, p. 55. 
'I 
ii5wiedenbach, Ernestine, Family-Centered Maternity Nursing, 
·York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1958), p. 1. 
::6Blake, .B'lorence, The Child, His Parents and the Nurse, 
:,1 (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company), pp. 43-47. 
" 
il 
li 
•I 
(New 
ll 
:the organization of mothers' classes, father's forums, and ,, 
,, 
,_ 
;classes in which expectant couples learn together about child-
!: birth and the care of their babies. These classes have 
:\ 
II multiplied within the last two decades and are conducted under 
;, 
,, 
!, various auspices and with wide variations of subject matter. 
Pioneering in the field of parent education has been one 
-of the ir,Jportant roles of the Haterni ty Center Association of 
New York City. Classes for expectant mothers v1ere being con-
-- ducted there as early as 1920, and in 1938 the first ,<'athers 1 
_Forum was begun. In 19!+6 these two groups were combined. 7 
The work of Read as it is described in Childbirth Without 
--Fear did much to stimulate interest in preparation for child-
0 birth and parenthood. u Several of the lm"ge university 
hospital clinics planned and implemented programs of parent 
;education. Such a program was started at Grace-New-Haven by a 
':team consisting of a physician and two nurses in January- 1948 
and before the end of 1950 over eight hundred patients had 
participated in it.9 
A series of four one-hour sessions held for patients 
attending the pre-natal clinic of the University of Illinois 
'Research and Educational Hospitals is desccibed by Palls. He 
-7Geld, Barbara, 'l'he ABC of Natural Childbirth (New York: -vi. \/. 
' Norton and Company, Inc., 1954), p. 97. 
,SThoms, Herbert, Training for Childbirth (New Yorlc: f•1cGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 1950), p. 13. 
9Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
12 
--~ _--
:1 cites the relative sirnpllcj_t;y of this 'Jru,_-~rahi ;,-.,ri·;j_cl- he f'eeJ.s 
I' 
" ji brinc;s e::~ce1lent results in dispellin::~ fear:J anj _ _9ro:·1·1otin:; 
I 
i~reJ.axation, as evidence that the J.acl~ or elaborate facilities 
p 
•' I· should be n-:J reason for· fe,iling to insti·~u-~c ;:;;orne -~:,:·_)e of pl--e-,, 
\:natal education. 10 
' 
-;--~~e:Jidc~; the classef:; t.;hat are f1eld in r~-~c.r(' o::ceas OJ ',)U_b1ic 
I, 
jlncalth nurses, ther'e is a ~rov:in~ ~endcncy fo:· obstet1·icians 
' I' to conC_u.ct some ty_pc o.f ~-n,enatc..l group ccnfc:·e'1CE:-:s for t:heir 
1· ~Jatients ":o supplement ~:l1e j_ndividu.al ins~cJ:·uction Hh.ich the~~ 
. ,,.l• '·'n hl. c• ---.rl· .,a~c; p·· a-1--] c.n-f-c ov~~r· ~ l0 ' ~ 
,"J l,; ~~ 0 ~J ' Ln..- '-'-'-- ._,._, .t;.; u 0'-"r ,c_;u__L pel ioc.i .. .Since i~l 
the analysis of the ~ata i11 the preser1~ s~ sever·al refer·e11ces 
some Je~ail. Ile sajs: 
i' 
Jour t~o-hour classes are siven by the nu1·ses. 
Anatomy, ph;ysiolo[:::;:Y: develo~J."Llcnt of 'che bab~,.J 
labor and delivery are the subjects discussed. 
Exercises are demonstrated by the nurse) thsn 
in turn are done by each of the patients and 
corrected by the nurse ... 
·.ie try to limit 'che nu~nber of patients ln each 
class to 12 or less, so as to 3ive inGividual 
help and instruction as needed. 
Besides the classes we have two lectures for 
the :-.1others and fathers together. ~:c:n.e one is 
gi vcn by ray par·tner, a pediatrician, on pus t-
natal care of the baby. The other is given 
by the author on prenatal care, 1ator, anC 
delivery. The pediatric lecture is acco~;~anied 
by a .film :rroomin~3-in 11 dacie in ou.r local 
hospital. 
The prenatal-care lecture inclu.C:.cs a fil;;1 on 
the exercises, views of the labor and delivery 
d ~~OFalls, John L., "Traininc for ::!hildbi:cth," Du1letin of haternall.
1 t: ';/elfare, (September-October, 1954), pp. 10-"'l"""l""'.=-=-=;_:'-'---'-'-===:=c 
-W :l 
li. 
li 
" p 
r 
rooms, identification of the bab~ and four 
deliveries (not shown from below). ~his 
film was made locally by the author ... 
Parents arc encouragecl to as>: questions at 
these lectures. 
J:;~iller reports formidable and ver:y convincj_nc; statictics on 
the effect of these classes on the 2140 consecutive patients 
who participated in this progra2. ~e 3ho~s decr'eased length of 
labor, fewer forcep deliveries, and less nedication. Complica-
tions both for ;-n.others and infants, he states, v1ere sub0tan-
tially r'educed.ll 
In a recent editorial Thoms discusses the gro~ing convic-
tion of rJ.any authorities that parenthood clas::.;es should assume 
a wider scope and that disciplines other than the it18clical and 
nursing have a role to play. He says, "the l)Sychia tris t, 'che 
psychologist, the ~arriase counselor, the social 1vorker', all 
have cieep interests here." He ends the article with an outline 
of subject matter for such an enriched parenthood course.12 
':ii th developing interest in preparation for chi :Lei birth anc:i 
child rearing has come a crowint; conviction of the L;lportance 
of the earliest mother-lnfan'c relationships as they affect the 
personality developn1ent of the child. Psychiatr·y is showing 
more and more the relationship between satisfying infantile 
·
11r.Jiller, H. Lloyd, "Prenatal Trainint; in Private Practice, 11 
Obstetrics and Gynecolo;;;y, Vol. VIII, No. L', (October 1356), 
pp. 1-+73-2+81. 
12 ' Thoms, Herbert, 'Tapler:1enta tion of a Preparation-for-
Parenthood Proc;ram, 11 Obstetrics and Gynecolo;;;y, Vol. XI, No. 5, 
(May 1958), pp. 593-5~ . 
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,: 
,j exoeriences and satisractory later adjEs tlnent. !i ~ On this subject 
I; 
::Josselyn says: 
The first step in the chilc'l's healthy c'levelop-
'' ment is a capacity to sense the love of another 
I! and to turn to that individual who can meet his !I C c'lependency needs. 
;: ... the human organism ins tine ti vely tencis to 
respond to contact wi'ch another hur.1an beinc and 
thus to socialh;e. Socialization is furthered 
ii' the child's first exp eri enc e v1i ch the worlci 
is one of gratification rather than frustration. 
This newer method (the author had been discussinG 
rooming-in and demand feeding) which is really a 
return to the older instinctive approach, helps 
the child to accept the concept tha~ the life he 
has entered is not wholly frustrating and ter-
rifying, but has sorr.e very real a-:;vanta;:;es ami 
pleasures.l3 
i!On this subject Oder:malcl says: 
)i 
i! 
il 
' 
" ,, 
i' I! 
!! 
" 
Consider the abrupt and extensive changes that 
take place in even the normal birth. Before 
birth the baby led a peaceful, protected 
existence. All his wants were satisfied. 
;~rom his mother's body he received food, 
shelter, and warmth. When at birth he is 
abruptly separated from th.e all-satisfyin;:; 
warmth and protec 'cion of his mother's womb, 
for the first time his security is disrupted ... 
An infant's loss of protection should be com-
penr3ated for by a new source of support. So a 
new security is [;i ven the infan·c: he is nade 
to feel that he is still part of his mother's 
body by being sheltered in her arms, by the 
soft pressure of her caresses, and by nestllng 
at her breast 1·ihile satisfyin~' his lwnger.l4 
agreement with these concepts are the ideas of Hichardson: 
It nay seem fantastic to sug2;est that the 
experiences of the very first feVI da:rs and 
.. 
~3Josselyn, Irene l'-1., Psychosocial Develop.<Jent of Children, (New ~ York: Family Service Association of America, 1956), pp. 35-36. 
" ''4 ' c r:' Oaenvmla, Robert, Your Child's viorld, (Ne':l York: Random Bouse, 
!i 1958), p. 5. 
~ 
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:; 
weeks of a baby's life could possibly have 
any effect on the emotional difficulties, 
the frustrations and the phobias and cor,1plexes 
that we read and hear about so much, anc't from 
which so i'ew people are exempt. But that is 
exactly what the psycholo;;ists and t1'1e 
psychiatrists are saying. \'Ie have at long 
last become accustomed to the concept that 
the early years of a child's life are important. 
Now we are being asked to believe--and facts 
that vJe cannot argue dov1n are emphasi~~ing the 
'cruth of the contention--that the ciays and 
weeks of the first year are every \'I hi t as 
vital.l5 
Not only has the baby a real nee6 for his mother·, but 
':conversely the newly delivered mother is usually happiest when 
' 
''her child is by her side, and she can assure herself' constantly 
.of his viell beins. During nine months the uotll.er has carried 
,· . 
::thls child within her. 'Chis has given her a feellns of L<nlty 
! 
I 
iiwi th her chiJ.d. 
:i ~tinuation of the 
,, 
As BJ.ake points out, "'Che mother needs a con-
symbiotic reJ.ationship with her child. It 
ibrevents anxiety and emotional emptiness. "16 
These needs of mother and infant can be realized witl1in the; 
!:hospital settinG by a procram to ~-.Jhich Ge;:;sel T,'Jas tJ:1e first to 
r;gi ve ~che nar,le 11 roo;;Lin~-in n. It is an al'.l:'an(;er;J.8nt whel'eb;y the 
I! 
iiinfant' s bassinet is moved into the mother 1 s roor.-~ ancl the baby 
1: 
' 'is perrnitted to remain with the Dother in accordance with her 
::wishes rather than in conformity with apre-arrangeci hospital 
··schedule. Gessel devotes several interesting paces to a uis-
,:cussion of roomin,s-in and its advanta~ses. id~~ Uelieves that the 
II ' i~~Richardson, Jrank Howard, The Nursin~ Mother, pp. 174-175. 
L-I~0Blake, op. cit., p. 70. 
u !I 
I! 
li 
II ;! 
,, 
16 
·;t 
i' ,, 
~presence of the infant at the bedside of its mother gives her a 
'i 
I' I! profound sense of ;security, and banishes lllany of the va[:~ue 
H 
li'wrries Hhich arise \'/hen the infant is :cept in the nursery. 
ii 
i!The baby's presence ma>:eu her 1-:1.ore perceptive to its needs an0 
I 
i'these can be met r;10re promptly, thus preventins; unnecessary 
;, 
'· 
,:rrustration and cry·in:;. He believes hov1ever tl1at the roomin::;-
!iin arran2~e;nent muc; t be kept flexible and tha': it :nus t be feeely 
,. 
::chosen rather than imposed upon mothers. He also concedes that 
'· !'under certain circurnstances it may be unsuitable for individual 
i'mothers and infants .17 
I 
Tdiecienbach in her discussion of 11 roominr;-in 11 stresses the 
idea that this syster.1 must be more than a physical arransement. 
:She says: 
It implies a special attitude towards maternal 
and infant care and entails a general plan of 
supportive materni~y care which is baseci on the 
recognition and uncierstanding of the needs of 
each mother, father, infant, and family. 
Through it, a normal mother-father-infant 
relationship is encouraged and strengtheneu.l3 
Besides the physical benefits which the same au'chor 
l~ttributes to "rooming-in", she feels that che pro;;ram has many 
i· 
·psychological and educational advantages. A,;10n:; these she lists· 
:the following: 
i; 
'· 
'· 
l. Rooming-in provides appropriate help for 
the mother who wishes to breast feed her 
infant. 
~----------------~7Gessell, Arnold and Frances L. Ilg, ~he Infant anci Child in 
11, the Cul t ur e of Today, ( N e\'1 York : i1 a r··-:; p'"'e"-=r:;;--;::ac:,n:,:a;-:. :::B~"::';r:::o-i't'Tr:-'1 e"-:r:::":':s"",:::.;l;:-;9;;.4.,;;3:.;:) . 
~8Wiedenbach, op. cit., pp. 287-233. 
i· 
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2. It gives the mother the satisfaction of 
being able to observe her baby during 
the day and so to knor,-.· how it is reac tin6 
and v1ha t is happening to it. 
,, 
'i 3. It provides the r,tother r,vith an opportunity to learn while she is still in the hospital, 
how to take care of her baby and to learn 
what to expect in the Hec;cs to come. 
4. It strengthens the mother's sense or 
securit;; in her own capability by givinc; 
her an opportunity to develop her powers 
of observation, her feelings, and her 
jude;men t in ~che care of her baby. 
5. It enables the mother to share and com-
pare experiences VJith other mochers 
present in the rooming-in unit. 
6. It enables the father to share with his 
wife the satisfaction of beco;,tin:_; 
acquainted with their newborn child from 
the start and to learn togethe2" t:;he 
essentials of taking care of it.~9 
In the traditional pattern of maternity and nur'sery care, 
:;the father is a mere spectator vievrin;i: his baby through a glass 
" d 
ilparti tion. In the rooming-in unit he becomes a part of the 
)\farnily i~~tnJ.ediately and bec;ins at once to share ln planning for 
H 
i\and in actually caring for the baby. He has an opportunity to 
,, 
,, 
!'learn to :mow his baby at close range and to build up con-
" ,, 
:ifidence in his ability as a father. 
q 
:. 
'i Richarcison feels that this experience is of tremendous 
,, 
;!advantage vvhen the time for hospital discharge arrives. ;re says:·, 
Under the usual hospital routines, v1hen his 
wife and baby are discharged, tl1e father 
tah::es them home, Hhere he be_;ins his new 
I; ~9~iedenbach, loc. cit. 
~ 
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li 
job of head of the household of three without 
the faintest conception of what ~hey are to 
do vri th the new baby vvhen the~l get there ... 
'•ii'ch rooming-in the father is taught all the 
things anyone needs to know about caring for 
a baby. '.ihen they ;:;o home, the ne1; ,aothe:c 
and father are no'c t1\ro helpless amateurs) 
terrified by the unexpected. ·.:'hey have 
learned much tosether uncier =lnR8ruc'cion; nov; 
they are ready to go it alone.c 
ii Statement and Bases of the Eyoothesis 
,, 
The experience of the investigator· as ~;he has Hatched 
prepared and unprepareci couples in t:he:Lr ea:cl~_:r adjustL'.ent to 
their first baby, as well as a review of the literature would 
- -~. 
!'indicate the reasonableness of the hypothesis that yount.; couples 
,, 
''Hho have been prepared for the chilclbir·th experience coc.;ctr.er 
;j through preparation for parenthood classes and the roowin2;-in 
i:experience:s, should sive evidence of ha'Iing had a pleasanter, 
i' 
;1more satisfyins initiation into parenthood than would those 
,: i~VJho lacked this preparation. 'This s tud~r hai3 been cJ.one to dis-
" 
,, 
\!cover the ;:;::ind of values ini1erent in Che ac_;_vanta:::;es nanifested 
' 
:1by the prepared. group and ti1e ~·Jay in 'd!Iich these values can be 
:,lin·=ec5. '.lith the type of preparation. 
' I; 
~ORichardson, op. cit., p. 165. 
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CHAPTEH III 
l·!settin;; in ··.-ihich Study Has I')ade 
' ' 
,, 
'i 
rrhis study ·vJas made in a 135 bed hospital specializing in 
::the cnre of maternity and g~rnecological patients. It is a 
~·jvo1untary, non-p:cofit insJcitution r,:Jhic::t beoicles its primary 
iipurpose of patient care, has, as a secondary end, tl1e providing 
\(of clinical e:;;:.)erience fo1· a resident rtLec·:_ical staff, medical 
::stuGents and students of professional schoclc of nursins. In 
.!t-
'·,the fiscal year during v1hich the study vmc; cor:c.ucteci there 
!i 
l!vTere approxi~-:-lately L~SOO n1otl1ers delivereC., of ',:;hom approxi11Jately' 
' )j3500 were cared for by private doctors, l~hile the others 
:! 
!i 
;received their prenatal care through the hospital's out-patient 
i'o 
:department. The hospital inaugurated a pro;:;l"a;n of pm"enthood 
:\ i; 
''education in January, 1956 and. a suall "modified roominc;-in" 
' il 
iiservice in June, 1957. 
li 
" ~~ 1'/hile parenthood classes are ofi'er'ed to all prospective 
II 
:!parents, less than ten percent of those couples havinc; their 
!! 
!J !lfirst babies in this hospital avail themselves of this opportun-: 
' l.il· ~-y d v • 
ii 
Rooming-in is on an elective basis and this also is 
!!selected by a minority. 
:_, 
,, 
Those mothers not choosing the roor.ling- ', 
'~n service are cared for on traditional postpartum floors in 
,I 
ti . prl vate, semi-private, or four bed rooms. Their infants aL"e 
' i ~ 
il 
!!cared fol" in e;eneral nurseries and are taken to their mothers 
li 
:lf,'or all ciay time feedings. Late evening feedings and those 
I] 
f!co;;1ing durine; the night are given by nursin;; personnel if tl'le 
;i 
!i 
I' li 
II 
1: 
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ii 
~infant is bottle fed. Breast fed babies are taken out for all 
H 
ij 
ilexcept t11e 2 a.;n. feeding. r.Iothers requesting to have their 
II 
iibabies at this time may do so, or the nether and hel> physician 
;! 
:; 
:1may agree to a "demand" type of night tL11e feeC:.ing. 
There is a planned teaching progra~" for HJothers on this 
,, 
!!service. .:3ath demonstrations are given t;;ice v;ee'cly by student 
i! 
,. 
!inurses under the guiCiance of their instructor or by the 
ii 
''instructor herself. A question and discussion period follows 
,: this deL1ons tra tion. l11 0rmula ins true tions a:ce s;i ven individually., 
:,usually on the day of departure. 
iiPreparation for Parenthoocl Classes 
·I 
Classes for prospective parents 
i! 
nargaret 1 s Hospital 
•,grew out of a conviction that such a project \'/Ould provide an 
'I 
ii 
:iexcellent r.wans of 1re eting a great challenge. A Catholic 
1IViaterni ty Hospital, the vrri ter believes, has a unique opportun-
:;ity and obligation to make a real contribution towards success-
" iiful, happy, holy parenthood. It vra:3 felt that carefully 
If 
iiplanned instruction before childbirth could be a gl"oat factor 
.I 
:1in reducing fear and tension in young parents. It could bring ,, 
ii 
liinto focus the nobility and grandeur of parenthood, and could 
'· ii
lihelp the young parents gain a correct perspective regarding the 
ildevelopnent and rearing of their chilCren. 
li 
il li I·1uch thought and discussion went into planninz; a course 
:I 
l~hich it was hoped could meet these broad objectives. It was 
llfel t that emphasis should be placed on preparation for parent-
'' !i 
litJood, rather than upon the narrower aspect of preparation for 
1 , 
il 
n ,, 
:: 
., 
!l 
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;i 
iichildbirtn, and that spiritual and psychological aspects should 
!i 
'1\recei ve as much attention as would the mol"e material facets of 
,j 
!!this preparation. It was in the lisht of these convictions 
:'that the subject matter of the course was decided upon. \:Jhile 
':there have been minor changes and variations in the series 
' 
' 
:!since the prograr.1 was begun in January 1956, the following 
'I 
il 
ilparagraphs describe a typical series of parenthood classes at 
,, 
;1st. Margaret 1 s Hospital. 
,, 
"Spiritual and Psychological Preparation for Parenthood" 
~s the topic for the first conference of the series. This is 
I' 
--.::;- - -
l!f;i ven by a priest with a rich bac:.cground in psychology, teaching,; 
::and marriage guidance. Using informal lecture I'JCthods Hi th 
I 
!j 
''amole time for questions and cJ.iscussions, he develops the idea 
:1 ,;: 
i' 
;!of the essence of mature, marital love. He brings out basic 
I! 
!!differences in the masculine and feminine psychological makeup 
;j 
lland their ;~mnifes ta tions in day by day family li vine:;. Prom 
~~his he attempts to :lead his listeners to an appreciation of the 
iheed for a practical application of their love throu;;h patience, 
i! 
~~indness, and thoughtfulness if mutual understanding and harmony, 
il ~re to exist in the horne. After a short break the talk is 
ri 
!!resumed--this time from the viewpoint of the child's needs. 
}rhe child is presented as a helpless, inexperienced, very 
I, 
" 
,plastic bit of humanity with great potentialities for develop-
li ,, 
1i:nenc and certain innate drives which will aLi in their develop-,, 
,, 
i 
'Jnent. He develops the concept of the child 1 s need for an 
iktmosphere of love, warr.1th, and acceptance mingled Hith a 
li 
I 
li 
:I 
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:: 
::disci cline -chat is rir;·:l but gentle and in '~eeping with the 
~ i -" 
iichild 1 s nature. I-Ie snoHs n0\.'1 through these rneciia the parent;s i\ 
i!assist tne child -co the rullest personality developn1ent. 
,, 
At tne second class the topic "fm2-tomy and Physiology of 
n.eproduction 11 is developed by a ~1urse instructor. This 
,1topic is introduced througn informal lecture using illustra-;! 
iltions from the Maternity Center's Birth Atlas. This is followed' 
I 
.by a film on icuman ileproduction. 1:/hilc the infon~;ation in the 
i,lecture and the film is essentially the sauc, che relative 
:•difficulty or the subject appears sufficient justification for 
·i 
'i any repetition occurring. A mimeographed sheet vd th a synopsis 
::or the material covered in the lectur·e and film is ciistributed 
lj 
:; to the parents, should further revieH or study seem desirable. 
:! After a short brealc the group meets again. The sa1.1e priest 
'iwho tallced the wee:: before takes up the topj_c, "Ir,Jparting Sex 
:iEducation to Children". This topic, it is felt, fills a double 
ii 
~:role. Some of the parents attending the series have older 
1\ 
i children at home and this lecture has Luneaiate usefulness for 
' 
::this reason. For some young parents 1 t becomes the means of 
'i clarifying or rectifying their o·vm concept of sex. 'l'he 
i! 
!!philosophy of this talk can be summed up well in the words of 
'i 
''O'Brien in his introduction to a book on this subject: 
-#-·-·-
Sex is one of the noblest enciovrments of a 
hu;nan being. It mirrors a :!.i vine plan and 
serves .a basic and indispensable function 
in tne lire of the race; far from being 
tainted li'Jith obscenityJ it :Ls replete 'Vvith 
reverence. 'rhe use of this faculty :ri thin 
the franework of the family is as natural, 
!! 
I) 
" 
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vmolesome, and proper as the use of the lungs 
to breathe or or the tongue and lips to speak. 
i•Jhen the meaning or sex is explained to the 
young in a wholesome and reverent way, they 
are quick to understanci, its sublhw function 
and to view it with reverence as a divine 
endowment.l 
To malce the talk more practical the parents are introduced 
,jto the Christopher recordings, four short skits each of which 
' 
!!represents a conversation between a parent and child on this 
'topic. 'rhese illustrateluw parents explain the facts of life 
'•to their children at various levels of age and maturity. 
,, 
t Dt t t ' I ~he fir·st par o~ -he hird session is he only period uur-:! 
';ing the series when husbands and VIi ves are not to;sether. ,~ t 
'this 
' 
', 
' 
sess1on the mothers form Sinall groups of six or eight, 
,with a nurse leader. The hy;siene of pregnancy is the topic 
' 
:fcovercO., but j_ t is c!one al -~lost con:_pletely throu::;h di0cussion of 
•' 
:~questions _presentee)_ by the motherc theuselvcG. In thcce 3l':Iall, 
' 
,, 
I 
:jj_ntimate groups there is little hesi tr,ncy about as~-=ins; questions) 
:1 I 
{'lhile the nurse leacier has an outline t:rhich serves as a point of!: 
ildeparture, she feels no obligation to cover it ite111 by iteill un-
:i 
::less it aprJear's to hol::.l_ interest for the r:l8i.;bers of the :::;roup. 
I;lean<:Jhile the fathers 1Jcet in another rooi.'11 uncter the 
!;leadership of one of the obstetrical residents. ~o~e of the 
:!sane ;naterial treateC in the mother's class is covered here. 
:The physician 
! - ' 
;!_point out Hays in Hhich the expectant fa the~c;J can provicie the 
" 
ii 
l: 1o'Brien, John A., :.Jex-Character Ecluca'cion (hew Yor::: :.Jac;;illan il Company, 1952). 
., 
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nsuppor~ 
!i 
\l
1
fathers 
:i 
!imeasures 
•I 
and help their wives need. He also reassures the 
by helping them understand the ·;oafeguards and comfort 
v1i th which their wives Hill be surrounded in the 
.: iideli very suite. As in the session for raothers, during this 
' 
I 
,:period the discussion is guided mostly by the interests and 
., 
i!questions of the listeners. 
:! 
At the break couples get tot_;ether again and the second part 
•'of the evenin13 is taken up with a brief presentation by a nurse 
I 
:;instructor of the topic "Labor anei Delivery". She uses informal 
'lecture method Hith the Birth Atlas for this. This is followed 
!1 
by the showing of the film "Labor and Childbirth." A short 
!discussion period ends the session. This same topj_c Hill be 
i)returned to in the following week's class. 
The fourth evening is taken up with a guided tour of the 
1: 
i\hospi tal and '•Ii th group discussion on labor and deli very. l'his 
'I 
i1tour has proven to be one of the most attractive features of 
''the course from the viewpoint of the parents. It is taken in 
,;small groups vli th a member of the nursinr; staff act~inc; as a 
.guide. Entrances, ad;ai ttinc; office, etc. are poin'cecl out. '.I' he 
,, 
'1tparents have an opportunity to see infants in both the normal 
:bewborn and in the premature and observation nurseries. At the 
jnewborn nursery they watch through the glass 'dhile one of' the 
i 
ilnurses shovm then several new babies. SlL·:ht irTe;(ular:L ties 
:j ~ '-' 
:~ike caput succedaneum and eyes swollen f'ro1;; silver nitrate 
j 
:) 
ltlrops may be point eel out to them with a r"e;·:lar:c from their r~uide 
:! '-' 
~bout the frequency and temporary duration of these conditions. 
25 
The parents are not hurried at this point and may spend ten or 
fifteen minutes outside the nursery vvindow. Various practical 
points can be brought out at this time: body and facial propo~ 
tions of the newborn, characteristic sleeping positions, the 
tendency of the infant to startle easily, and the frequency of 
excessive mucus during the first days of life. All of these 
can form the basis of v1orry in parents who have no knowledge of· 
them. Forevmrned, they accept them with li ttlc apprehension. 
The premature and observation uni 'cs are also shown and the 
parents are told some of the indications for placing a baby in 
one of the special units. This of course is done in a non-
frightening way and the positive side is stressed. The nurse 
usually shows a premature infant or two who were quite small 
but who are nov1 almost ready for discharge. It is felt that 
this fore\moVJledge can be very helpful if parents happen to 
have a baby who for some reason must be cared for in a special 
nursery. 
On their Hay fror.l the nurseries, the parents also see the 
various types of postparturn accommodations which are available. 
Before going to the labor and delivery suite the parents 
don gowns and caps. In this area a b:C'ief, friendly explanation· 
of routines carried out there is given and there is an oppor-
tuni ty to as:c questions. :Jherever possible an effort is made 
to introduce the parents to members of the house r,Jeclical ancl 
·nursing staf"f. It is felt that meetin:; a friendly, familiar 
n . face holds great possibilities for reducing tensions in a young 
26 
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mother somewhat frightened at the idea of coming to a hospital 
to give birth to her first baby. 
Since the tour can be tai,en by only one part of the class 
at a time, the rest of the group meamJhile remains in the 
meeting room. Discussion centers about labor anJ delivery and 
especially as these are conducted in St. Ilargaret 's !-Iospi tal. 
Last week's film is usually brought up either by a parent or by 
a staff member and differences between the routine used· j_n the 
fil;;1s and those which they ui11 experience are brought out. 
This discussion is directed as far as possible by parents' 
questions and specific interests. Through informal discussion 
expectant parents Jearn hm1 they can recognize the signs of 
approaching labor, when to come to the hospital, what they 
should bring with them, etc. 
In the fifth class interest centers about the baby. A 
silent film in color made at St. l-largare'c 1 s :-Iospi tal is shown. 
'rhis depicts the care given to the baby from the nolrlent after 
birth to the tLoe of discharge. The nurse instructor supplies 
the running narrative and this forms the basis of the discus-
sion which follows on the newborn and his care. A talk is 
given on breast feeding by a nurse who has successfully breast 
fed her own infant. While the positive values are stressed, 
the difficulties in the 1·my are not minimL,ecl and there is 
ample opportunity for questions and discussion. At this sessicn 
parents are invited to examine previously arrangeci ciisplays on 
n layette, furniture, and formula maldn;; equipment. Student 
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nurses who have been attending the classes mostly in the role 
of observers up to this point have an opportunity to ciiscuss 
these topics l'li th small groups of par'ents as they come to 
examine these displays. A ciemonstration bath is given by the 
nurse instructor using a large doll and home equipment. 
The final session begins v1ith two short films, "Baby Goes 
Home" and "Children's Emotions". The first shows young parents 
with their three week old son carrying out the activities of 
caring for him together. A pediatrician and nurse enter the 
story with advice on medical care and demonstration of bathing 
and formula preparation. ','he second film emphasises the 
indiviO.uality of children anO. also the common patterns of 
emotional behavior from babyhood to late childhooO. and points 
out ways in which parents can help their children cul ti va'ce the 
happier emotions and minimize the effects of' the more destruc-
tive ones such as anger, jealousy, etc. 
This is followed by a talk on growth and development of 
the baby and young child. Social ano~ mental as well as uhvsi-~ " 
cal development are brought out, and sug~:;estions are offered to 
help parents in their earliest at temp Ls a'~ ;;uiciinz their 
children's spiritual development. 
At this session diplomas are presentee~ to the couples who 
have completed the course and they are asked to filJ. out an 
evaJ.uation of the classes. During a11 the cJ.asses a real effort 
is made to introduce class members to each other and to the 
~ staff and to create an informal and comfortable situation. 
::--::-
Light refrcoshments are served at the bi:•eak and sociability is 
encouraged. Parents' evaluations of the serieo frequently 
mention these intangibles as having been particularly helpful in 
removing fear and giving a feeling of confidence. 
The so-called "natural childbirth exercise" have nevoi" been• 
made a part of the regular series of parenthood classes at 
St. Hargaret 1 s Hospital. Since January 1958 however, these 
have been made available in separate sessions for any mothers 
requesting them. None of the mothers included in this series 
had taken part in the exercise classes. 
Rooming-in in the Haternity Service 
\·Jhen a "modified rooming-in" service was started at St. 
1·\argaret' s in the summer of 1957 it was based partly on the 
plan which had been working successfully for some years in 
several large maternity services in the East. 'l'he mother may 
choose either a private or semi-private room for this service 
and usually requests it at the time she pre-registers for 
hospital care several months before delivery, although occas-
sionally it is a decision which is made at the beginning of 
labor and is based on information received from the graduate or 
·student nurse who is assigned to care for the mother at this 
period. The service is open both to private and clinic mothers, 
the only pre-requisite being satisfactory physical condition of :: 
!! 
mother and infant. 
Immediately after discharge from the recovery room, the 
mother is taken to the rooming-in unit; however her baby is 
=== 
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usually placed in the nursery for the first twelve or twenty-
four hours. During this period the baby may be brought out 
several times for the mother to see. If she feels able and 
requests that the baby be left Hith her at this time she may 
usually have it. A!'ter this initial period the infant is 
brought in its crib to the bedside each morning at about nine 
o'clock. The mother has previously had breakfast and at least 
part of her morning care. The baby would have already received 
its morning inspection by the nursery nurse. 'The latter is 
responsible for notifying the pediatrician of the baby's birth 
and arranging for the physical examination. She also accepts 
responsibility for the infant's general supervision and 
arranges for any necessary laboratory work, circumcisions, etc. 
She visits each of these mothers once or t·.·1ice during her stay 
and may be called upon to act as resource person for the 
·graduate or student nurse assigned to the care of mother and 
baby should any problem arise with breast feeding, etc. 
The program of "rooming-in" is a flexible one. The babies 
may remain with their mothers the entire day exclusive of the 
two periods during which visitors are present. At these times 
they are returned to their own nursery. This nursery is 
reserved exclusively for rooming-in infants but is located i_n 
the general nursery area. In the evening after other visitors 
have departed, the fathers of the roowing-in babi.es are en-
couraged to stay for another hour. They scrub hand:s and fore-
n arms, don a SUrgeon IS gOWn anci maslc, and are then penni_ tteci to 
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hold their babies or to take any share in their care that they 
Hish. 'J'his varies greatly from father to father, some wishing 
only to watch the baby as it lies in its crib, others wishing 
to holci, feed, and diaper the inf'ant. 
The cribs used in the rooming-in unit are com:tructed with 
drawers in which all necessary baby care equipment as v1ell as a 
suppl;y- of clothins is :(ept. Covered cans fo:c soiled linen are 
kept in each of the rooms. Each room is equipped ·vJi th runnins 
water'. Since the daily sldn care of the newborn recornxnended by 
the American Academy of Pediatrics is very sLnple, no special 
bathing equipment is needed. All care is given to the baby 
either in its crib or on its mother's bed. 
'The tLnc at which the mother takes over the care of her 
baby depends almost entirely upon her ovm wishes. Some mothers 
are eager to do this and will assume such activities as 
diapering as soon as they are out of bed. So:;1e prefer to Gpenc.i 
several days Hatching the nurse care for the inf'ant before they 
begin to do this. There is always a nurse available to give 
necessary care and to instruct the mo'cher as she prepares to 
take over the care of the infant. 
Hhile the schedulegiven above is the usual one follol'led, 
mothers are told that they are free to aslc to have the baby 
taken to the nursery if it should have a pax·ticularly fussy 
. clay, or if she herself' is feeling tired or uncoLrfortable. Self 
demand feedings are encouraged both for breast fed and bottle 
,... fed infants. l':luch of the teaching done in this area is [ l 
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incidental and individualized though there are several planned 
bath demonstrations each wee:c. 
!!lethodology 
The investigation of the probler,J demandeu a cortJparison of 
two zroups of parents, those having the pre;1aration already 
specified and those laclcing this preparation. It v1as expected 
that certain significant differences would appear in such areas 
as lmov1ledge of the chilcibirth process, ~mm1leclge and attitudes 
with rec;ard to chilo care, attitudes towards participation of 
father in the infant's care, etc. It was believed also that 
adjustment at hor.1e during the early v1ee:Cs after cJ.ischarz;e from 
the hospital might be facilitated for the prepared group. The 
revie11 of the literature and past experience of the lnves tigator'. 
appeared to justify these assumptions. 
A loosely structured interview w:t th each mo'cher on the 
fourth or fifth postpartum day, and a telephone interview with 
her four or five weeks after hospital discharge were decided 
upon as a satisfactory method of securing cJ.ata. Certain infor-
mation relative to the progress of la~or~ medications u3ed~ etc. 
as 'Jell as statistical items were secured from the patient's 
chart. The first of these interviews which took place in the 
hospital centerecl about the following poin'cs: 
l. Recognition of labor and reaction to its 
onset. 
2. Patient's account of her labor. 
3. Time at v-Jhich nether first saH her baby 
and her reactions to i'cs physical appearance. 
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4. Her choice of postpartur.1 facilities; 
factors influencing this choice; causes 
or satisfaction or dissatisraction with l-· ~--v. 
:;>. Type of feeding; ractors which had 
inrluenced this choice; baby's feeding 
benavior; causes of satisfaction or dis-
satisfaction with choice. 
b. Degree to which mother is participating 
in the care or her infant; is she satis-
ried with this arrangement? 
7. Degree to which father is participating; 
is this as he wants it? 
o. \'!hat plans have been made for the first 
weeks at home? 
'I'he telephone interview included the following points: 
1. Report on infant's general condition, 
sleeping and eating habits. 
2. Adequacy of plans for infant's r11edical 
supervision and whether these have been 
implemented. 
3. Problems that have been present in regard 
to infant's care. 
4. Degree of participation of father in 
infant's care. 
5. Heport on how mother is feelinc;, an6 
whether she is able to get adequate rest. 
In carrying on the interviews the investigator strove to 
create and maintain an infernal atmosphere. 'l'he co-operation 
of each mother was secured through a simple explanation of the 
study as being a means whereby the nursing staff woulo. be able 
to learn more about mother's needs and wishes and thereby im-
prove their services to them. All mothers approached. expressed 
willingness to respond to the question3. In general the 
investigator prererreci to ask general leading questions, anci 
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allow the respondent time to express herself as she wished. In 
most cases the desired information was forthcomint;. If it was 
not the more specific questions were used as probes. No notes 
were taken during the interview as it was believed that this 
might inhibit free communication. As soon as possible after 
each interview, the information received was conu,ri tted to 
writing. 
The telephone interviews were conducted in a similar 
manner; in this case notes could be taken immediately. At the 
time of hospital discharge the investit;ator had seen these 
mothers and asked their permission to make this call. 
Selection of the 3ample: 
In selecting the couples for participation in this study 
the follmtling criteria was stipulated: 
1. For all this was the first viable baby. 
2. All mothers had normal deli ver·ies at 
term of apparently healthy babies. 
3. All mothers were patients of private 
doctors and had semi-private accomrnociations. 
4. No couples having obvious social or 
abnormal emotional problems Here 
included. 
In addition to the above: 
1. Prepared couples had attended a complete 
series of parenthood classes at St. 
lc!argaret 1 s Hospital and had chosen to 
participate in the "roor>ling-in" experience. 
2. Unprepared parents had not attended these 
or similar classes and the mothers had 
chosen the traditional postpartum accom-
modations with care of the infant in the 
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li 
,I 
segregated nursery. 
The investigator had at first made daily, detailed 
d ,. 
~~observations on each o!' the mothers cooperating in the study. 
, . 
. , 
ijThe material however 
1: 
was quil;e voluminous and since its complete!; 
llanalysis was dift'icult and quite beyond the proposed scope of 
lthe study, it was discarded unused. The above item, at first 
I 
sight irrelevant is included here because it explains the 
,!choice of random, rather than consecutive cases of unprepared 
!I 
" i! l: 
ilmothers. The prepared mothers entereu the hospital usually at 
[!intervals of days or even weeks apart. fc\aking the detailed 
~~observations on consecutive cases entailed no hardship from the ~~ 
'!viewpoint of time. i'ilaldng detailed observations on eight con- i! 
lsecutive unprepared primiparas whose admissions might fall ii 
/lwi thin the same two days would have been impossible. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
II 
!!Presentation and Discussion of Data 
I! 
i\ 
:i 
!; 
This chapter is a presentation and discussion of the data 
![iwhich were collected through intervievling eight prepared and 
I. eight unprepared mothers of first babies, anc! of certain items 
i: liar information secured from the· obstetrical charts of these 
i: 
:jpatients. The investigator has attempteG to c!.raw from these 
!r 
lldata significant differences which appear in the circumstances 
'I 
IJsurrounding the birth of a first baby to couples \iho have had 
I 
!land who had not had specific preparation for this experience. II 
lj 
11 In seeking for these differences it appeared logical to 
llloolc for them in specific areas where previous research had 
" [!indicated they might exist. Authors alrcao.y quoted in this 
II ~~~study had reported that prepared rnothers hac!. shorter and more 
,[relaxed labors, showed Gecreased need for sedation, and 
lr 
!evidenced possession of a greater knor~ledce of the labor 
I 
!process and of infant development. They i111plied that such 
,
1 preparation helped assure recognition of the father 1 s r·ole in 
I I the family and assisted parents towai"ds ucceptin::; farrlily 
II responsibilities intelligently and without undue apprehension. 
[!It was with these points in view that the assembleo o.ata •,;ere 
il 
i! 
:! analysed li • 
II ,, 
lj Prepared and Unprepared I"lothers in 'Their Reaction to Labor 
I! 
Seven of the eight prepared mothers express the opinion 
:i 
p 
I ,I 
•I 
" 
•' 
i: 
,, 
I 
.I 
j! 
:: !: 
hat the classes had prepared them to recognize labor, and had 
elped them exercise jucigment as to the p;_ooper time to cor.1e to 
~~he hospital. 'i'his statement 'i/aS followed in each case by 
~etails which tended to substantiate this. In each case these 
~etails were described clearly and with proper tenninoloz;y: 
I 
II 
i 
I 
"l'he contractions started at 8:00 but they were 
milu and far apart, so we felt it >:wuld be 
sensible to stay around the house and wait. 
We timed them and they were getting closer 
together. By 2:30 I was beginnini; to ;nind 
them and they were getting closer together, 
II - 5 minutes apart. ;'!e decided to come in. 
'.'/hen the Doctor made the examination, he said 
I was dilating well, almost three fingers.'' 
"fJiy membranes ruptured first so I waited for 
contractions to start. I called the doctor 
when the contractions started. He said to 
wait until they were coming five minutes 
apart and persisted that way for about an 
hour. However, they began to be regular and 
close together almost immediately so Stan 
and I decided to come right away. It is a good 
thing we did, because this was an extremely 
short labor. 'I'hey tool{ me to the deli very 
room almost immediately." 
"I think the classes helped r.1e to recognize 
labor though it was difficult in my case 
slnce I had false labor for about two vJeeks. 
However, when the real labor started the 
contractions began to follow the pattern 
they spoke of in class. Just to be sure 
Joe and I waited until they we;_oe coming 
five minutes apart. They got even closer 
on the way to the hospital." 
"I was two weeks early and never dreaming 
that I'd go into labor that day I had gone 
shooping. The first contractions were 
irregular and I wasn't sure that they wer·e 
the real thing. I realized that if it was 
the real thing I probably had hours ahead 
of me. They persisted so I cut the shopping 
short ..•. by evening they were very regular 
and close together. \-Je came alone; in. The 
Doctor examined me and said the cervix was 
-- --- - -=== 
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opening up well and that this would be a fast 
labor." 
"The first sign I had was that the membranes 
ruptured vri th quite a gush! I was expectins 
something to happen since I v1as three ciays 
overdue. I had no contractions until after-
noon v1hen I had a few vague ones v;hich didn 1 t 
become regular. I called my Doctor' and he 
said to come to the hospital and that if I 
didn't start up on my own he might give Qe a 
medication to induce labor. That's what he 
did. 1'hat star ted the contractions coming 
regularly." 
"Yes, I think I was able to follow labor from 
the description we received in Parent's Class. 
However, mine didn't follow just the regular 
pattern because I had false labor for two 
weeks. Perhaps it isn't exactly correct to 
call it false labor, since when the Doctor 
examined me each time he would find the 
cervix thinner and dilated somewhat. I think 
all the explanations helpeu a lot because I 
understood what was happening and the pos-
sibility of being late had been mentioned 
t • II many lmes. 
"The contractions started irregularly but 
became regular at about L>:OO p.ra. though 
they weren't at all severe. ','/hen I talked 
to Don about them I lcept calling them con-
tractions and at first it didn't register. 
\/hen he found I meant labor Has startine;, 
he got a little excited. Ve kept traclc of 
them until they were about five minutes apart." 
'l'he one exception was l'!lrs. G. who on a visit to her 
obstetrician tvro weeks before term was found to have had a 
I 
!sudden rise in blood pressure. Fearing that this might be a 
d 
I! developing toxemia, the doctor suggested admission to the I . 
====·=··== 
,I 
r[ hospital for tests and treatment. nrs. G. Has placeci. on becl-
1 
rest, given intravenous hypertonic fluids, and a barbiturate 
for sedation. A few hours later she '"rent into. spontaneous 
I labor and delivered an eight pound boy after a labor of seven 
II 
lr 
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and a hall' nours. Her blood pressure after delivery was normal 
and there was no i'urtner trouble. 0he describes the situation 
thus: 
;,Not ror a minute dicl I reali::e that I was 
actually getting ready to nave this baby. 
You know now :it was. I was getting the 
intra venous fluids and it was talcint; qu:t te a 
while i'or it to run in. I vms on my back 
which isn't tne usual position in which I 
sleep. I attributed the bac;cache I began to 
have to that. 'rhen of course, I had had 
sleep inc; pills and they didn't ma::e ;Jy mind 
any clearer. Vlhen the nurse came in I com-
plaineci about the bac1mche and she placecl 
her hand on my abdomen and felt ii; hardeninc. 
She called the resident doctor and I 11as 
transferred up to the delivery suite. It's 
all somewhat ha~y. 'llhen I wo:~e up they told 
me I had a boy." 
mothers recoc;ni~ed labor is even more I Evidence that these 
objectively given by the fact that \lith the exception of [cJrs. G.' 
(admitted for a mild toxemia as has alreacly been mentioneci) and 
Jr'irs. ii'. who had been instructed by her Doctor to come to the 
nos pi tal because of ruptured membranes, all patients v1ere found 
on admission to have some degree of cervical dilation and to be 
having regular contractions recurring at least every five 
I 
I minutes. 
I Tne length of labor in the series of prepared primipara is 
!considerably less than the averages usually given for the 
I 
!mother 1:1ith her first baby. The range from the shortest; to the 
: 
longest was from three hours anci twenty minutes to sixteen hours! 
I 
and thirty minutes, with a mean length oi' Cif~ht hours and 
.eighteen minutes. This is considerably less than the average 
I length of the first labor which is placed at fourteen hours in 
======#=== 
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~~illiams' Obstetrics,l It correlates well with recults 
I' 
I reported by fiiiller on a series of 2100 births for ·,;hich the 
!mothers had been prepared by prenatal classes during the second 
'I 
-crimester of pregnancy. The primiparas in :•Iiller 1 s series 
I showed an average lenr:;th o!' labor of' eight hou1~s anc\ twenty-nine, 
lminutes,2 
,I il f'ilore strildng than the short labor is the length of time 
,, 
!1which the prepared mother spent in the labor room before 
lfdeli very. Tnere was no prolonged stays among the members of 
il 
!'this group, the time varying from thirty-three minutes to 
!i 
l!tnirteen hours, with a mean length or five hours ana thirty-
'll'our minutes. Explanation as to what \lent on tetween onset of 
i: 
ii 
lflabor and decision to come to the hospital would seem to 
" jjindicate a good understan<ling of' the process of labor and the 
l/ab~li ty to make a sound decision as to Hhen aclraission to the 
llhospi tal was desirable. Husbands as well as wives appear to 
j/have had a part in making this decision. Illustrating this 
II 
past point we have the following typical remar-lcs: 
il 
'I I 
I! 
!I 
" 
II 
I' 
H 
!i 
,, 
,, 
"Bill and I both thought it would be senoible 
to wait. • • we read over the mLneocraphed 
papers on labor again to compare id th the way 
ours was going." 
"Stan wouldn't hear of ;;aiting. ,~;e said that 
he could tell from the way I squee:<::ed his hand 
ll[lEastman, Nicholas J ., Williams 
1 Obstetrics, llth Edition (New 
I York: Appleton-Century Cra!'ts, Inc., l95b), p. 419. 
i2~11ller, Lloyd, "Prenatal Training in Private Practice", 
I ~~~~~:~ gbste~rll~3-;8~ • G,Jnecology~ -~~~:""~I~I, }~:~_4, ~"===='F==== 
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c;nat this was tne real thing. It was a good 
thing he insisted because this was a very 
rast labor. 11 
11\~e kept track 
';Jhen they were 
to come i.n. 11 
of the contractions together. 
t'ive minutes apart, we decided 
Ji 
tl 
I 
The Vlillingness of husbands to wait until labor was 
'I actually 
security 
established VJould appear to be based on a certain 
growing out or knowledge. It is quite contrary to the 
popular concept of the frightened young husband rushing his 
•:life into the hospital at the earliest evidence of approaching 
j, b II la or. It is in contrast too with the L. .(...._ • +-- : 8. w.vl vUCle of the unpre-
11pared fathers in this study who for the most part were not able 
H 
!!to take part in rna~ing a wise decision on this point as will be~~ 
il illustrated later. 
,, 
' ,, 
ii 
filothers who had not attended parenthood classes showeu 
,, 
!i greater 
if 
variation in their apparent lmoviledgc of the labor 
i' i: 
I! process than did the prepared motherG. Several stated that the~i 
I 
l!relt they had gotten a good description of it from their doctor~ 
•I 
ljand that this coupled with information from relatives, e'cc. had 
I. . h !I enabled them to knm1 w en to Geek admJssion to the hospital. !i 
i' 
•i \'Ji c;h the exception oi' :·Irs. L. i·iho zave some pertinent Jetails, 
i' :, ~ney d 
:; 
li 
I' 
h 
:i 
q 
li 
!) 
'I 
did no1; cicscribe their labors. krs. L. stated: 
ur.Iy Doctor explained pretty thorou,shl;;,' what 
labor v.~ould be like. \·Jhcn I first noticeci 
the 1 show' I realized that labor \'IOUlci 
probably be starting soon. That evening the 
membranes ruptured. The Doctor had told me 
1;hat 11' that happened first I '.ias to come 
right into the hospital. Jtill labor Lidn 1t 
start. It was about two-thirty '.Jhen I Hoi~e 
II 
I 
up Hith contractions. By four they Vlere quite 
close and lasting much longer. 11 
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I ,, 
ljother members or tnis group 11ho i'elt they were prepared said: 
II 
II 
!1 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
n~/2s, I was prepared in kno~.·rinz \"·,+hen to come 
into the nos pi tal. 11 y Doctor had explained 
it to me and I taHced it over vi:L th my f.Jother. 
\'/hen tney were ten minutes apart my hother 
told me I had better come in and I did." 
"Yes, I kne\'1 when labor 
the 'shovrin;:r,' and pains 
Doctor had explained it 
it over vd th my aunt 1•1ho 
babies. ir 
was starting. I had 
in r~ty back. The 
to me and I had tallced 
has severaJ. ~roung 
I II 
rjOther mothers said that they had no"c been cure Hhen labor \'las 
!i il s tartine, or aclmowledeed that they had come in much too early. 
II 
ji Arnone their comments the following were typical: 
li 
il 
!' 
q 
il 
lr 
II 
,I 
:I I. 
"No, I really didn't recognize labor. The 
pains were corr.ing but they v·1ere in m:' bac1c 
and I dicln 1 t lmow that they •:wuld be. I 
called my sister and she said, 'This is it. 
Are you thling them? You are supposed to 
time them. ' " 
"Well, my Doctor had told me •.;hat to e;cpect 
but I was three weeks overdue and ttat 
v1orriecJ. me. ',Jhen the pains first s carted I 
came right in. 'l'hc Doctor said I came rauch 
too soon. I was in more than a ciay. :r 
"I thought I :meH Hhat to expect because my 
Doctor told me about it and I had read some 
of the boo:m in the office v;ai ting roor,J. 
Hm·1ever, the contractions were mild and far 
apart and dicin 1 t seem to come closer together. 
I carne in and stayed a day but they said it 
was false labor. \·/hen I came in ae;ain I 
stayed a whole day before the baby was born." 
Length of labor in the unprepareci sroups val'ied from four 
li hours and forty-three minutes to nineteen hours and thirty-four 
li 
li minutes with a mean duration of eleven hom"s am:l forty-four· 
11 minutes. \'Jhile the mean is considerably higher than the mean 
1lof the prepared group, it is less than the standard figure 
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I 
l!gi ven by '.'lilliams r·or the average primiparous labor. Lack of 
llvJlowledge or the process of labor caused several of the unpre-
,, 
!I pared mothers to come to the hospital long before labor was 
['well established. This is responsible for the very high mean 
l,of seventeen hours and eighteen minutes for the length of stay 
<I 
'I !! in the hospital prior to deli very in the unprepared group. 
;I 
,, 
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'l'ABLE I 
COIVlPARISON OF LENGTH OP LABOR r'OR 
P£\EPARED AND UNPREPARED PHHIIPARAS 
ii""L"""E"'N"'G"'1'""H,---,O"'I"',• -----------------------------
'( LABOR li IN HOURS 
' 
Less than 
4 1.~-3 8-12 12-16 16-20 
II ii"P"'RE"'P"'"A"'I'ili'"''~"'Dc-------------------------
,[llOTHERS X X X X X X X X 
:j 
II UNPHEPARED 
II r110THERS X X X X X X X X 
''----------------------------------
,, 
!r 
'I 
I 
TABLE II 
CO!IrPAIUSON OF DUHATION 
STAY IN LABOH ROOici 
11 ~D~U"'lTit~T~IryO~N~I"'N~-L~e~s~s~t'-h~a~n~---------------------HOURS ll Li-8 8-12 12-16 16-20 Over 20 [-npmREvnPA"'l{E'7rnD~-------------------------ii 
I MOTHERS 
rl 
'II UNPREPARED 
.! IfJOTHEI~S ,, 
X X X X X 
X 
X X 
X X X X X X 
11--------------------------------i! 
ii 
!i 
i 
I 
All mothers in both groups received some type of analgesia 
I or sedation. 
II 
'ldirect comparison presents 
3ecause of the wide range of dosage, making a 
difficulties. In an effort to find 
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'some basis 1'or comparison, the inves t:Lgator looked for a ~~=====#'=== 
II 
I' 
I! 
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· !'igure which could be called "average amount of pr'e-deli very 
sedacion." A study or 1'i1'ty charts pulled at random show3 that 
in the ma·cernit71r service of this hospital the mast usual com-
bination given during labor is the followin::;: Demerol, 100 
milligrams, Scopalamine grains 1/150, and Seconal (~rains 3. 
For methods or comparison this combination has been considered 
" t 1' '. t. " average arnoun o mealca lOD. A compal'ison on this basis is 
therefore possible. Table III shows this co ,,,,arisen of neuica-
tion recei veci. by the prepared and unprepareci ,,-,othel"S. 
PREPARED 
UNPHEPAllliD 
'l'ABLE III 
COI,iPAHISON OF AhOUN'l' OF 1-'lEDICATION :lliCEIVED E' 
PREP A tiED AND Ul'PHEPAHED P lUf.iiPARAS 
Less than Average Average t~re than Average 
XX.~>.X 
X X X 
~jlrom the char~ it can be cietermineci that prepared rnothers 
received less seciation than did the unprepared; In diGcussing 
medication it is v1ell to point out that it is impos::dble to 
determine Hhether in each case this medication uas c;iven 1n 
response to a felt need by the patient, or because it conformed 
to the routine usually observed by the private doctor for his 
patients. 
In describing their labors the larc;e r~ajority of the 
mothers both prepared and unprClJared exi)resGeG. fc.:w Horrics, and 
f"' did not ci':lell on any great discor.1fort. !iavin_; all received 
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medication, there was doubtless some amnesia 'eli th regard to the 
experience, but according to their· accounts labor had not been 
a parcicularly unpleasant experience. The one most consistently 
mentioned factor in ma'dng labor easier see:neG. to be the 
presence and support given by the nurse. 1.vhile both prepared 
and unprepared mothers mentioned this, it vms expressed oftener 
and in greater detail oy the mothers Hho had not attended 
classes. The investi:;ator lmo':IS of no gooci reason vrhy 'chis 
should have been so. Possible explanationG :·,;i~ht be that the 
unprepared rnothers had the greater dependency need and so 
reacted with L1ore feeling to having these needs met. Another 
possible explanation is that during the period of attendance at 
classes they had experienced the friendliness of the nursing 
staff and so had come to accept it somewhat as a nat~er of 
course. 
'l'able IV on the fo1loiling page mentions typical re:nar:cs 
which prepared and unprepared mothers r.mcic \'lith regard to the 
support and help given by the nurse. ;3esides the i tcms men-
tioned, these patients frequently mentioned that the nurse 
administered medication. However, they correctly attributed 
this service to the doctor since thic; medication was given at 
his express order. Iter.1s mentioned in 'L'able IV are those ;oerv-
ices which appeared to have been spontaneou0ly offereci by the 
nurse in response to ';That she believer" ;as a r;;anifested 
patient need. 
--------~- ---------
----- -------
TABLE IV 
SEil.VICES GIVEN BY NURSE ~ii-IICI-1 HERB LEIJ1'IONED 
AS EELPFUL Oil. COhPOHTING 
SERVICE REPOR'rED PHEPAHED UNPREPARED 
They stayed with me. 
They realized contractions were 
hard and v1ere sympathetic. 
THey told u1e tnat with this type 
of contraction labor would 
X X 
progress fast. x 
They car.1e into the room frequently. x x 
'rhey ruboeci my back. X 
X X 
X X X 
They tried to 111ake me comfortable. X X X X X X 
They chatted and joked with rae. 
'rhey explained things to me. 
They gave me magazines to read 
early in labor. 
X 
X X 
X 
Tne r'actor mentioned oftenest by the prepared ~:;roup as 
oeincs most help1'ul was the familiarity IJith the hospital and 
Gne nursing stafl" gained by attendance at class . .::Cour of the 
eight prepared mothers nentioned this spontaneously as they 
described their labor. Among their comments on this point were 
the following: 
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"It vms a tremendous help to run richt into 
one or tne nurses I had met at the classes. 
It was she who took me to the delivery 
suite." 
"It v;as wonder1'ul how secure the classes 
make me r·eel. I was uncomfortable v1hen I 
came into the hospital but not a bit worried. 
Having been in to the classes and gettinG to 
lmoH everyone gave me a great feeling of ease 
and comrord." 
"The nur•J es were wonderful. They stayed 
right wit;h me, and I think that helped 
tr·e:nendously. They realized that the con-
tractions were hard and told we that this 
would be a short labor. That was good news 
to me." 
"I relt pretty good durins the early part 
oi' labor and felt quite at home because 
the nurses were fabulous. There \'laS always 
somebody in and out of the room. Havinc; 
come twice a week to the Parents' Classes 
helped me to feel at horne." 
"One thine; that helped a lot was that 1·1hen 
I carne in I felt I knew practically half 
the people in the hospital. Of course, I 
really didn't lmov1 that many, only-....--,...--
and and the students I had met at 
the classes but it gave me a real feeling 
of 1at horneness'. The nurses were aHfully 
good during my labor chatting when I felt 
lLce it and rubbint; my back in bet•>~een ticnes." 
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'fhe account given by tvm of the unprepared r.wther·s showed 
considerable r.1ental suffering and anxiety. 
nrs. 0. appeared to have a real fear of the process of 
labor despite her doctor's efforts at reassurance. She says: 
"I'm just glad that it is over. fily doctor 
had tried to tell me what it Has li;w but 
I guess I Has just a nervous wreck about it. 
r~·Iaybe I Hon' t be so scared another ti:·.1c. :-.rhe 
nurses really vrere very nice. They tri ec; to 
ma:ce me cor1fortable bu.t I thin': I gave the.:: a 
hard time. I \iaG m1fully scared." 
--------··-· ------------------
------ ·------------· 
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As ~rs. N. described her labor she gave a vivid iraage of 
the fear that she experienced, for the safety of her infant. 
i:ihe had waited almost l'ive years for this first baby and he"" 
eagerness for a child rnade her more ap_prehensi ve. She 
described the situation thus: 
"I had begun to fear '.Ie never \Iould have a 
baby. I Has happy when I became pregnant 
and as my due date got closer I was eat_;er 
to go to the hospital. 3ut I just didn't 
go into labor. I was three •:;eeks overdue. 
When the first pains started I came in ... 
much too soon, the doctor said. Phycically 
I didn 1 t mind labor too r.mch, but I eTas 
a'Jfully scared. Not scared so much for 
wyself but for the baby. I haci hean.i 
stories of ho-,1 something rnis;ht happen if 
the baby is late. It wasn't the pain that 
bothered r,te., just that SOE1ethine; might 
happen to her. ,. 
During the three years of experience 11itll ~he classes at 
the hospital tl'wre have been a certain number of' very 
apprehensive mothers. Almost invariably this apprehension is 
discovered by the instructor early in the class and positive 
measures can be adopted to give reassurance and further knowl-
edge. This in the past has been one of the most rewarding 
aspects of prenatal teaching, watching a tense, apprehensive 
;11other become calm and relaxed. 
Foreknm·rledge and Acceptance of Nevrborn 1 8 Appearance 
'l'he appearance of their first baby can be disconcerting to 
'young parents v:ho have never before seen a ncoHboc·n infant. _;•'Ol" 
many e~;pectant parents the 'llental irna:;e of their chile~ is that 
f"'' of a baby several months old, alert, 3;aooth 3:cinnecl and 
====--==- --
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smiling. The nevrborn with his molded he au, his swollen eyes, 
and somnolent posture arouses alarm. I:e may even be a great 
·blow to his parents' pride. To fore1·1arn parents during tl1e 
prenatal period. can protect them againt3t this trau .. 1a. 'l'his 
can be an important item of prenatal instruction. It was 'lith 
this in :uind that both the prepared anc:C unpr·eparecl :.wthel"S v;ere 
.asked: "Vi ere you prepared for the way the baby vmuld loo:c?" 
'l'he preparecl mothers were unanimous in saying that they 
had expected the baby to look as it did. Three of these 
,;pecifically :aentioned the trip to the nursery ui th its 
opportunity to see nevJborns of various ages a::; the source of 
their l{nowledge. 
Only four of the unprepared mothers had expected their 
· babiec to loo~-'.: as they uid. rr1-.;o rnore saiO. that they had been 
someHhat prepai'eG. for it bu-'c were Harried about the ZJVJollen 
eyes. Mrs. P. stated that she had not been prepared_., sa:ilnc: 
irl guess I -;.ras surpriGed. l-Ier e:yes Here 
swollen, and her face was shaped differently 
frOltl any babies I 1 v8 ever seen .••• ancl I 
never ~.G'18 1iJ about the cord.. '1 
r:~r;:;. 0. tJho had so many v:orries durins labor expressed 
the fears that Ghc had on setting her first si;ht of her' 
infant 6aughtcr: 
11 No., I vJasn 't prepared for the :·Jet.;/ :;he 
looked. I thought there vms ::>or.1ethin:.; 
terrible the nmtter with her. Ecr eyes 
hTere swollen and her heaQ a queer' .shape. 
The nurses told r~1e tl1at it v;as normal o.nU 
that it would go a\·my, but I Cli:in 1t bel:Leve 
the1n. ~Ier hands and feet lool~eG so big ... 
and the cord ... I 1.1asn 1 t }:)reparecl for that. 
1-Jo;:-r after four C.a~'""S I can see the di:C:Lerence 
c== -coc~~~·cocccccc-c. -·- -· -,,----~--~,·~-·=-·-.c~c·.----·· '=== 
. I t lT • , a " ana a,,l no ,·,orrlea nymore. 
Choice 2.nd Satisfaction \11th Postpartal A.~co.:1~,:o0.ations 
One of the cardinal principles of patient centered or 
family centered care is allowing for sor-1e c.iegr'ee of self-
determination. Intelligent choices, however, can be ~ade only 
vJhen thorough l(nov:leclge of the alternatives ts available.. It 
was from this viewpoint that the basis for choice of postpartal 
accommodations by the prepared and unprepared group was 
studied. Prepared mothers v1ere aslceu: \'!hat influenced you to 
choose r>ooming-in? Are you satisfied vlith it? 
The mothers were unanimous as they described their 
decision to choose rooming-in. Each had received a folder 
describing the plan with her hospital pre-ree;istration forH. 
All reported that they had been interested but none had made an· 
immediate decision. Throue;h a description of the pr-oject in 
class and an opportunity to discuss advantages and objections, 
they saio. they had ar-r-ived at the conclusion that this was 
•.-Jhat they wanted. !·irs. E. 1 s account is typical: 
"I was hesitant at first because I vmsn 1 t 
sure that I 1d feel equal to ta;dn;z: care of 
the baby and some of my fr-iends said that 
I probably wouldn't get much rest. \'/hen 
it was explained more fully at class that 
there was always a nurse on hand and that 
mother-s weren't expected to ta%e over cOL1-
pletely, I felt sure that I v1anted it." 
All prepared mothers expressed satisfaction with roomin;z:-in. 
Advantages that the prepared mothers mentioned are included 
~ in Table V. 
~=~===··=···=~ 
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'l'ABLE V 
CAU8ES OF SATISFACTION EXPHESSED BY 
1ilQTHEHS ABOUT HOONLJG-IN 
l. Father able to hold baby. 
2. r.rotner more secure in handline baby aml recogni:dnt; 
how a newborn acts. 
3. Al v1ays someone there to answer you:C' questions. 
4. Knowl ed::;e of Vi hen baby gets hungry and 'che reasons 
v1hy baby- cries. 
5. :ielpful to have nurse show various ways of holding 
baby. 
6. Opportuni t~· to cbserve baby at close range. 
7. '-'Jonderful to have baby with you all the tir.re. 
8. I love to lie here and watch her. 
9. I rest best when my baby is right here c·Jith me. When 
.::-.::· 
she is in the nursery I don't exactly worry because I. 
know that they know how to take care of her, but I 
vwuld ''now if she is crying or if she 1 s hungry. 
10. l'ly husband saw the baby 1 s eyes open for the first 
time. 
ll. I'm really getting to !mow the baby well. 
12. It's wonderful to be able to observe her and knoVJ 
she 1 s all right. 
13. Father learns how to hold, feed, chan::;e, and bathe 
baby. 
14. Good preparation prior to taking baby home. 
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15. Increases father's~owledge of infant care ana 
emnagement. 
lo. Pl'ovides rather an opportunity to observe what a 
newborn looks li cce. 
17. Mother loved to see father with the baby. 
lc•. I-iother feels that father was more "natural" with the 
baby than she was. 
19. I would have been a nervous 11recl: if I had to get 
used. to my baby all by "wself at home. 
20. Husband developed confidence in handling baby. 
'I'he unprepared mothers had been sent the same foluer on 
the rooming-in service Hhich the prepared i:!O thcrs had mentioned. 
However, none in this group had chosen this e;:perience. 'rhey 
were aslced the reason for their choice of the traditional type 
of postpartum care. 'rhr·ee of the unprepareu r.1others stated 
Jchat they regretted not havin;; chosen 11 roominc;-in 11 • ·i'hey 
gave as their reasons for failinz to C.o so the fac·~ tl1at they 
.had not fully understood it, that they believed they would have. 
~o assume coraplete care oi' their infants, and that they feared 
' ~ney Here not able to do this. 'i'he other five mothers expresse::l 
sa-cis!'action eli tn the choice they hau made. '1'hey save the 
rolloVIing reasons for their rejection of rooming-in: 
?ear of taking care of the baby. 
';Janted her in the nursery VJhere people 
knew more about her care. 
All their fl'ienJs had folloHed the 
traditional iilethod. 
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Didn 1 t l{novr much about babies, so ha vinL; 
the baby for feedings was sufficient. 
~~friends aC.viseG. mother that r:::he should 
get her rest. 
J:lother or some other relative Hill assur,re 
care of baby at ti1ne of discharge. 
It is interesting to note that some of the reasons for 
ren::.sing this service should logically have l'iOrl:eJ in reverse. 
The more realistic objections like doLbt as to ability to get 
rest, and the a:-.tount of respon:si bili ty vJhich the LlOther '."Iould 
have to assurne, had occupied much of the time 'v-Jhen this topic 
had been discussed at parenthood classes. '~hese 1·rere some of 
the questions ',ihich the prepared parents had resolved before 
they had raade their choice. It is reasonable to assume that haC\' 
adequate inc'erpretation of the prog1~arr1 iJeen wad8 to the unpre-
pared 1.1other3 1nany of them 1.'lould have reversed tbeil' decision 
and chosen the "roomin"'-in '' olan 0 .. • 
All of the unpJ.·epared uothers appea:ced to have SOEJe con-
ception of their need to be taught SOT1ethin:::; of the cure of 
their bubies. Each of the eisht Llent;ionecJ. this &t least once 
in connection 11ith the services v1hich the rP...trse ~endcrei .. 
Three mentioned atten0ance at a bath demonstration an~ three 
stated that 11 nurses vJere helpful in ansv1crinr:; questions rr. 
f.Jrs. 0. ·1'111ose apprehension has already be8n mcntioneu saiu that 
a nurse 
11 Spent an hour :"Jj_th me just anot-'Ierinr::; ques~ions ;; . l·ir.s. 
!<':. hov1ever Gtated, "The nurses help so~:te, !Jut it Gee ,;s tilat 
=·-
Choice or· Infant Feecl-i ng Iiethod 
As can be seen 1'ro·;n '.2able VI all of 'che preparec:t :·;Jothers 
except r~r·s. G. Cecided to ore2st feeU. the=i_r infanJcs. r-~lrs. G. 
stated that ohe had considered doing so but that her doctor 
pointed out that as she nad inverteci nipples thi.s night not be 
successful. She hacl therefore dec idee)_ upon for:cnula feedin3. 
':Jhen as'{eci to \Ihat extent the parenthood clas:oes ha(. influenceci · 
their decision v1ith recard to feeding, the other seven mothers 
replieci 2.c indicated in '.L'able VII. 
P Hc.P AHED 
I;IOTHEHS 
UNPEEPAl'ED 
TABLE VI 
f,IErr:-IOD C~-IOSEN l?QH INFA1'Ji:L1 11-,EEDIHG 
:3Y PHEPAHED AND UTJPHEPARED J-.:Q7H~HS 
TABLE VE 
l\EA00N.3 GIVEN IJY Pl-G~PARED l'·.'iO'TLEhJ 
:~_,OR 3I-lEAsrr :?E2DIEG 
It 11as Parents' Class that Jecid eci to breast feed ...•. l 
I wanted to breast 1'ee~, but people advised r~e 
against it ... I was beinc; influenced by ther,l ... 
Parents' Classes helped me return to "'1Y 
ori~inal decision 1 0 ......................................... -
I wanted to do it ... the classes stren~thened this 
decision u ~ 
................................................... ...) 
J··:Iy c.J.ecision had been made ... classes c:;a\re valuable 
sugsestions on ooing it successfully ...........•..•...... 2 
==~cc.===='-. _ .c~.c-=.-c-.•=-- -~=o~oc.~· --~-~--~~co=c === 
If tne decision to breast feed was fostez·ed by parenthood 
classes, tne rooming-in si tv.ation vrhich made den1and feeding 
practical vras undouotedly a great !'actor in insuring its 
success. It is common experience for all in materni~y nursins 
that early efforts at breast reeding are often very frustrating 
!'or the primipara. This is especially true when the infant is 
brought out from the nursery at predetermine:: periods Hhich 
often do not correlate ui th his perio(,::; of hun::;er. 'l'hree of 
the seven mothers v;ho breast fed stated that they had no dif-
ficulty at all in initiating breast reeding. Two had slight 
difficulty uhich cleared up promptly, und all at the tir.w of 
clischan:;e on the fifth or si;cth day Here successfully breast 
feedin:; apparently satisfieci infants. '1'his is evidencea in the 
·followinG remarks: 
"~Jreast feedin2; has been better these lac:;t 
feT.'I Gays. l-Ie seems to be getting enough now. rr 
"The baby too:; right to the i'eeciinc;. He 
seemed to kno1·1 just what to do. I have him 
on demand feeciing. Last night he surpl"ised 
me by sleepin;; for five hours at a s 'Gretch. '1 
"I 1m so glad I chose the breast i'eedinc;. She 
is do inc; so vi ell on it. She is al1~1ost back 
to birth \'Ieight today. I 1 n :ceepin:; her on 
demand i'eeding \ihen I get horne. At first 
there seemed to be no pattern to her feeding. 
Sometiraes 3he 1:Jas hungr·y after tvJo hours . 
Again she goes four· or five. Last night she 
~/.:rent ri[';ht throush the night. 11 
rrshe had some trouble \:lith the lef·~ breast 
at i'irst because the nipple was inverteu ..• 
the doctor i'eels that if' we s tic:c to it 
it will be i'ine. 11 
"I watch the baby for signs of hunger'. I 
think I'm more skillful at recognizing it 
----- _ -,,~--=~=-~ ----=~-~c·c=~-~·c.~=-,·-'=-== 
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novr. He is ta~cing 'che breast very \:Jell not:. rr 
"The baby is do ins fine with the feecangs." 
"She seems to be cioing fine 111i th the breast 
feeding. I don't l<:now hov.J rauch she is getting 
but she takes it well and doesn't usually care 
for the water I offer her between times. She 
usually sleeps well betHeen feeclin;;s ..• at 
night too, the nur·ses tell me." 
f·Trs. N. the one mother in the unprepared t;roup who breast 
''fed was very apprehensive on several points as has alreacly been 
mentioned. One could not form a judgment by comparison with 
this one case. Iler description of her first at'cer::pts at breast 
'i feeciin;; are in sharp contrast with the relaxc:C a tti tucle of the 
. preparecl r.10thers. 
"I had a hard time 111i th it when I star ted. 
'.'he baby kept losing the nipple and she 1 c1 
:~ fuss and cry. Then I got ::.o nervous that 
I cried too... 'l'he first few days the 
nursing vras up and down. One feeding she 
would do better, the next she wouldn't 
take a thing. She has done better thouzh 
yesterday and toclay. ' 
'! l<'ather 1 s Place During 'Iospi tal Stay of :•lather ancl Infant 
if 3y its very nature the !!rooming-in 11 experience c;.revr the 
;new father into the intimate family circle proDptly. The pro-
;'longed visi tinE; hour ciuring vrhich he could hold his infant anci 
I 
' ,, 
•. take part in his care as much as he de<.dreci, appearecc to be 
' greatly enjoyecl by mothers and father·s ali'ce. 'r'l1e prepared 
;!mothers' comL1ents indicate J)ride and pleasure at 2cein3 their 
:! 
·:nus bands share with them in hand lin'~ the ne•.'l babv. 'l'hey 1: - v 
!l 
':appeared to see nothin::; arnusing in their first aw:marcc attempts 
ji 
. i!at. handlin9: the baby
1 
3ome oL' trwir rewar':s illusc;rate 'chis l··· . +~ -
ii 
il 
" 
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respect and confidence in c;heir nusban6.c, confi-J.ence which 
seemed to be enhanced in this ne·,·J situation. 
"I thin'{ Joe will be wonderful with the bab;;·. 
He handles her so easily ancl he haG been such 
a bi:c; help in everything else." 
11 I . Jatt has been staying late each eveninc;. 
You couldn't pull him avmy. :-Ie's :c;etting 
to hanclle the baby very well." 
nl jUSt can It lJai t for J·ac>::: tO get her'e in 
the evcninc;. I lo·ve to see hh; Hi th the 
bat~·". In a '/.ray I thin:: he iJ more natu2al 
~:Ji th the baby than I c:na. I-Ie holds hiL"L so 
easily. Ri~ht fro~ the second ni~ht he 
Has elaine; all sorts of things fol" hL.c." 
'
1L{'yr husband 
baby now .•. 
father." 
is setting used to hancJ.lin::; the 
I ':nm1 he Hill be a \·Jonderful 
rlrs. B. related that her husband t..ras son1e1-'lhat nervous ~·ihen he 
"" held his 80n for the first time. ohc :::;en'cly ancl tactfc;lly 
helped him ::_;a:Ln confidence. She cays: 
11Stan helJ. him for about tvJo i:~inutes anc__!. 
then he saiC, tHere, maybe you had bet~er 
take hirn baclc. You are better a~ this than 
I aE~. 1 I saici, 'No, Stan, I can l1ol·:..l him 
all d.ay. Put him do:."Jn for a fe\"J :1.n1J"·:.::es and 
then try again. I felt nervous too at first; 
but that 1:1ears off. 1 Later he piclcccl hlr:1 up 
a:.:;ain anO. held him f"or the rest of' the 
evening. i! 
In the opinion of the uriter these evenin~ sessions spent 
in beco~r1:tnz acquaintecl 1.1ith the ne·,1 bab~r can ha'..re [;reat i~'.i-
portance for the ne~,·.J fathel'"'. At this period. responsibility for 
the care of his VJife and child is still share'~ •.1:L th hoslJi tal 
personnel. There cnn be a certain caref:t'ec atmosphere about 
these hours VJhich na~·:::es for relaxation and confidence. '_Chis 
confidence can be a tremendous help when a feVJ days later he 
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:1-cal<:es 
'I 
his wire and baoy home rully aware of his new responsibil- '! 
'I Iii ties 
:! 
as father. 
!I' 
' 
While all the prepared fathers seemeci to enjoy the contact 
:lwi tl1 tneir infan"Cs there was no uniforni ty as to the share each !: 
H 
!jwished to assur,le in the care o1' the ne" baby. Several ',Jlshe(.i 
" 
!!only to sit and hold tne infant. Some set ea~erly to the tas~ 
:1 
'I 
nor mastering the technique of diaperin,:;, bu1·pin::;, and bathing. 
\:lith the unprepared group the participation of the fathers 
1hrms limited to gazing at the baby throuzh the nursery Hind.O'!I, 
il 
•i 
except for< hr<. P. 11ho ';las permitted to \latch ';lith his ',life 
1:while a stucient nurse gave 3aby P. a bath. Several of the 
I 
H . ]i 
::.unprepareu mothers made remarks like: "hy husband is thrilled 
-i 
·'1·1i th the 
: ~ 
iiVIino.Ocl. 
'I' 
baby", or "I<y huG band can 1 t stay a11ay fr·ocn the nursery 
1 
He is crazy about the baby". Only one of these 
I, 
:i~Jot'ne·,.~ 
,,ll • .L u expresoed confidence in her husband 1 s abili t:,r to be a 
ii 
d ' 11help at home with the bab~r. Tl·ro of the unprepared mothers 
d 
'!after saying tl1at their' husbancis uou1d ta1cc several ccays off 
'i 
il '' 
,
1from work v1hen they were ready to go horae, said: "'C;ut I cion 1 t 
:11mow how much help he 111 be", one of them aci·ciinz;, "~;c Coesn 1 t 
-'lmo\'1 any r.10re about babies than I uo." 
I! 
It 
:i 
<( 
tiome Adjustment of Prepared and Unprepared Parents 
:i 
il ·The ini tia1 reaction of prepareei mothers to the quos tion, 
i 
'! n;~O'·J " 
, ,, . is the baby? brou2;ht a s trLcinz: unanimity of response. 
' ;I 
~;All ei::_;ht expressed the same idea ... six exp:cesse::l it in 
:: 
:[precisely the same Nord. ~he replies uere: 
I! 
!i !!On, he (she) is 1._·onderful 1•1 ••••••••••••••• 6 
" 
,, 
' 
!i 
:i 
'I !i 
!I 
ji 
~ \ I, 
li 
•' 
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''Oh, he is just the best baby." ...........•.. l 
11You should see her, she 's [;ran6. 11 •••••••••• 1 
:imhl" ~ i!J. u was follo':,rcd im.L1ediately ';Jithout fur~ther orornpting by 
!ictetails about the baby's growth, feedings, and other per'tinent 
i 
~!details. There appeared to be considerable enthu3iasm ancl 
" 
!ispontanei ty in the replies. 
,, 
·: 
'I Four or the unprepared 8others reacted in precisely the 
' isar,,e way. In the other four cases there appeared vaPying 
'degrees of satisfaction and enthusiasm. Their replies were: 
'! 
"Oh, he (she) is wonci.erful, (or fine." •..•... 4 
"Oh, she • ; .• • L ll IJ 2 lS QOlD[; qUl ue 1:le • • •••••••••••••• 
"I 
i 
I~ "Oh, the b~by is all Y'l. c·n' L no·-; " '~ a. ,__:., L.. '~'•• ••••••••••••• c 
Pevier proble:·::s of hortte acljustr.1ent than r:1isht have been 
i; L • L • d b • L' :1expecuec~ ~Ier·e raen~lone~ y Cluner group. rfhe tircte at VJhi ch th8 
i 
1~elephone call was made may account partly for this. Most of 
:it he difficulties which coLcld have been anticlpa teo. coulci 
have been expected dur-ing tl:c.e fir;ot few clayc; at ho;Je. 
:; 
!Once over> these v1ere in most cases promptly forgotten. 
i! 
;the difficulties, poc;sibly because they involved a greater-
:uegree of anxiety were recalled and describe0. •1ivic!.ly by the 
., 
!lmprepared mothers. Spealcing of her first day at hor.1e, nrs. N. 
,! 
!bays: 
il 
=! 
"Hy Doctor told me to call hL-;1 the Cay after I 
came home. ":Jell, I z;ot ho•:1e at 2:00 p .:>1. and 
I called him at 2:50p.m. that same day. 'i'hen 
the baby vomited and I calleJ him again at 
3:15 p.rei. That first ;·Jeek was very hard. I 
was nervous and tired and I cr:Led at nothinc; at 
all." 
' 
' ,, 
II 
·:: 
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' :ir~rs. 0. also had problems at home. Heplylng 'co "How is the 
" 
' ,, 
i'baby?" she said: 
!j 
"Oh, the baby is all right noH! ~''inally I 
had to take her over to my mothers for a 
weel-c to get her straightened out. It was 
awful the i'irst couple of weeks. Neither 
o1' us knew much about her. 0he warJ crying 
all the time and it vws hard to know c'lhy. 
!•ly mother maCte her forr.mla stronger and she 
1-cnoHs how to manace her. She still Ha:ces 
up three or four times a night. Now my 
hu;:;band and I take turns getting up to her." 
Nrs. P. an unprepared ;;;other, complaineci that the baby doesn't 
' igo to sleep promptly after feedinss, adding: "·That isn't so 
i:Jad in the da:~r time, but the night seems to be her time for 
:brying." 
The prepared mothers also reporteci several problems, all 
:boncerned with breast feeding. fvlrs. B. and Hrs. ~I. both had to 
I 
~iscontinue this during the first tv10 •,;ee:-cs at home, the fir·st 
!because of fissured nipples, the second because her mille supply 
~id not prove aciequate. As they describe these problems and 
.,, 
i! 
!the handling of them these mothers appear to have a much calmer, !i 
ihore relaxes approach. 'I'he impression of helplessness and panic 
'i ,, 
~ oticed in the unprepared is not apparent in 'chem. After 
~ ta ting that she had to give up brea;.; t feeuing because of a 
·~racked 
'· ,: 
li ,, 
i! 
nipple, l'~Irs . .o. says: 
"vie tried using only one breast for a couple 
of days, but it seemed that the baby was at 
that breast all the time. He just wasn't 
getting enough. Stan and I talkeci it over, 
and decided that it was best to put him on a 
bottle. Dr. i'·I. agreed I'Jith us. I was afraid 
it would upset the baby, but it didn't seem 
to. !I 
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';I 
'I !lit 
Jl 
is interesting to note that the decision was a joint one. 
' 
:;f,·'rs H :; 1 • J. • 
' 
'iJsaying: 
i: 
il 
:I 
II 
' il 
i! 
!I 
,I ,, 
relates how she too had to give up breast feeding 
"Once I got home I didn 1 t see;~1 to have enough 
miLe. I don 1 t know whether it was 1 nerves 1 
or not. The pediatrician thought I had better 
put her on formula. I was ciisappointed but I 
thought it was better to do it anci be sure 
she \'Jas getting enough. 11 
As mothers described their first days at home after 
1deli very there are frequent allusions to those who helped tl1em • 
. , 
i 
•,It is interesting to note that Hhile prepareu ;:tothers ac:~nowl-
~edged the incidental help given by a mother, or other relatives,: 
' 
:in each case it was the husband who vras looked to as the .nain 
'isource of help and support. 
'· Three of the unprepared mothers expressed the same idea. 
I 
liThe others state directly or imply that some other person is 
il 
' :jthe source of help, knm·ileclge, and support, 11hile the husband's 
,, 
iirole in this respect is in some vJay minimized or p<wseci over. 
I 
!Evidences of this tendency are noted in the following excerpts: 1' 
I 'i 
I "I thinlc her father is still afraio_ of the :' 
11 baby. I've tried to explain that she really ~ isn't so fragile but he cioesn 1 t seem to be 
I! convinced. l•iy sister has been a tremendous 
help though. " 
:' 
"I•Iy husband is good in lots of ways. Ee 
doesn't mind getting up and heatin:; a bottle 
and giving it to the baby, but aside from 
that he isn 1 t r:Juch at helping with her. 
Maybe it is because his mother and sister 
are in so much helping. They do it so 11ell 
and I guess he feels sort of milmard. 11 
1aentions her aunt anU the visi tin;; nurse the sources 
at home. As if apologizing for what people might 
,, 
i! 
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~ i 
,[ 
!! 
il . ' 
i1 CODSl.Uer I II !i 
<I 
'I I 
il p 
I 
il 
n !I 
II 
inadequacy 1n her husband she says: 
"I1Iy husband thinks the v10rld of the baby. 
They alwayG do with the first. :Ie holJs 
him a little, bu~ he feels a little nervous 
with him. He v1ill probably handle him 
more when he is older. It ta::es a •:;hile 
to get used to a ne·:1 baby." 
:jr.Jedical Supervision or Infant 
,,==:...:..=_;;:..:;£:..=..::....:..;==-=-...=..c:......=='----'-
!1 
'I Prepared and unprepo:red mothers \'Jere asL:ed about plans 
' :continueC:. rnedical supervision of their infa..nt0_, ancl l'.'hether 
for 
:fthese plan:3 hai been Laplemented. ':::'able VIII su:·amarL.es their 
,; 
''replies: 
n 
" ii 
li 
'l'AELE VIII 
hE'~'HOD Oi;' PHOVIDiiTG MEDICAL SUPEHVISION OF THE 
INli1AN'_C AP~_::EH DISCHAHGE FRQI,i ;j_1I-IE :~JQSPITAL 
IN '2Em,;s O.l'' PhEPARED A;JD UNP?,EPAhED LO'l'liEHS 
,,·f-: ----------------------,.,=75'1\C"V'F;------;=m-;"51'>7\="" 
'[ P hEPAhED Ul'!PHEPA tlliD 
!• ;~o continue u.nder the care of the 
!~ediatrician who provided Ledical 
iiSupervision in the hospital. 
,, 
'I 
lpelected a Peuiatrician who had 
l
'ialreadv been contacted. 
' " 
1bnder the sucervision of a Well-
lpaby Clinic: 
I! 
.:t-:ad vazr-1.e plans T'ihich haU not yet 
.!been carried out. 
It 
., 
l·IO'THEHS L0:~·_1 i-IERS 
8 4 
2 
l 
1 
As indicated by this table both prepared and unprepare0. 
n 
' ,, 
,. 
' 
t110thers Here impresced l'li th the necessity of wedical supervision· 
li jfight p:cepared and i'our unpr-epared 1,1others had macie a selection 
i1 jOf a Pediatrician befor-e or at the time of the infant's bir-th. 
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lf 
:I 
I' 
1\ TVIo unprepared n:others had ma0.e this selection tJ.nrins the ,, 
i: 
early '···Iec:cs at home_, and one unprepared mother hacJ. ta~:::en her 
i! infant to 8. l,Jell-Baby Clinic. Ivlrs. 0. ~-:Jtated: 
I' 
i! 
,, 
:; 
"No, I haven't tak8n her to the Doctor yet. 
I :mm-,r I should. One day 'Nhen 'ere ',;ere all 
upset I called Hospl tal anci asl·~eJ. 
tnem about a good baby Doctor. I ~as solng 
to him the next norning. .!Jut the next 
morning che \·Jasn 1 t so fuss;;r. ·:.1e c..re still 
soing to cio it. i·iis name is and 
I have his phone nur;;bcr." 
:: 
:r 
,, 
" 
I! 
lj 
:i 
'i 
ii 
ji 
:1 
CIIAPT;:<;R V 
i! 
il Su:rrmar"y 
II !I This v.;as a comparative study of ei::;ht prepa:eeU and ei;_;:nt 
:, 
/!unprepared couples as they passed throuz;h the experience of 
i! haVillf~ their i"irst baby. rrhe principal airn of the 3 tudy HaS to 
!! i!discover lVhat significant dirrer·ences in the circu~tstances of 
i' 
experience e:;:isted in the tiHO groc~ps. 
A review or the literature revealed a current shift in 
!I emphasis in the l>iaternal and Child Health field f'r"om attention 
li 
lito the purely physical aspects of childbirth and child carc:c, to 
',I 
ii a more comprehcnsi ve apcJr'oach in \Jhich the c)sychological, 
I 
tlewotional, and spiritual aspects also receive consicieration. 1 . 
! '! - ·r ;! iiThe newer aspect of' · i'arnily-centered' care was explored as Here 
II 
I( also subjects of' parenthood classes, ami "roor.1lng-in". ·c:'he 
i\ :iliteratul~c revie1·1ed established the importc:nce of oatisfactory 
II 
i! early adjustment and good J:Jarent-chil.J. rela tio2-13I"lips in the 
,. 
i! for~ilation of character and sounJ. mental heal tb. 
',j Parenthood classes, anci the 
11
rooL1ing-in" service as they 
' \!exist j_n the hospital in 1'1hich this study too;{ place vwre then 
' 
iictescribed in detail, as a means of orientins the reader to the ,, 
q 
!itype of' experience in Hhich the prepared parents participatea. 
:j 
:'A brief' description of' the segre~ated postpartal floor and 
j
1
neHborn nursery was also e;i ven since this formed the :~ettinc; in 
1: 
liwhich the unprepared mothers were intervie',Jeci. 
i' ,,
' 
'I 
' 
I' Data were gathered through interviews conducteci at the ~ il 
i 
:' 
611 
:! 
::bedside on the fourth or fii'th postpartum uay ano. a second 
'i ~ [i velephone intervieH several 1:1ee~cs after hospital discharge. 
i!Infonnation relatinc; to tlre labor, and certain statistical 
liitems were secureG through a study or the patients' charts. 
\!Interview questions were directed tm1ards eliciting the 
,_ 
I! 
[jmotners 1 opinions as to adequacy oi' knm:lecige of chiLl bir'th 
Hanel in!"ant development, feelings towarcis her own labor, the 
•: 
iiextent to ·,Ihich she and her husbancl 'Here pa1·tj_cipatin.r; in 
il 
i!in!"ant's care while still in the hospital, initial adjustment 
!i 
ilof both parents to infant's homecoming, etc. 
li 
ii 
!!Conclusions 
i \i 
,1 Analysis of the data of this study leads to the following 
., 
'I I l . He one uslons: 
il 
:, 
:j 
1
1 l. Preparation given in the parentl1oo~. classes c;ppeared to· 
,, 
ilequip the prepared mothers '•Ji th a 1mo•.Ilec)c;e of the process of 
i! 
i!labor and childbirth as evidenced by their ciescriptions of 
ll 
i~abor ami by the good judgment r:ianifes ted as to the time for· 
li 
ire eking hospital aclmiss:Lon which in general was after labor vias 
I 
:f1ell established. 'l'his was in contrast to the unprepareci 
,, 
,juo-chers 1"1ho Here vague in their descriptions of labor and who ,, 
:1 
!lcencied to come to the nospital with the earliest contractions. 
2. 'fne prepared rnothers when spea!cinc; in retrospect of 
:\;heir labors mentioneci feHer fears. They hacl si1orter labors and 
I 
lc·ecei ved less medication than did the unpr·epared rnotbers. 'l'ime 
" ~pent in the bospi tal priOl" to deli very was appreciably shorter 
ii 
in the prepared than in the unprepared group. 
I' 
't 
;: 
b5 
" 
j. The single factor mentioned most often by both pre-
ii 
'I i! pared and unprepared 
II tne support given by 
I 
mothers as beine; helpful o.urin:; labor, v1as 
:! 
,imately twice as often by the unprepareCi as by the prepared 
:i i! mothers. No positive reason is 1mown for the la t'cer fact, but 
I' 
11 this might re~·lect a greater depenciency need on the part of che 
'I 
11 unprepareci mothers. 
:I 
" II L> • I'iaterial presented in classes helped prepared liJothers 
I 
ii to accept tne physical appearance of their newborn infants. 
:J 
![ !·Approximately half or the unprepared mother:J admitted feelings 
1: 
., 
i! of v1orry or concern because oi' laclc of preparation for this. 
' 
II:, 5. Orientation given at classes appeared to be a major 
!; 
:;factor in the choice of nrooming-in 11 service. All prepared 
.I 
II 
1'. 
!I 
I\ couples Hho chose this expressed satisfaction •:Ji th their choice), 
'I 11 1, 
!iUnprepareci couples choosing the traciitional type of service 
I\ were divided in their reactions, approxiL;ately half expl"essing ;; 
ii I! 
::satisfaction 
" 
and the others implying that if they had been more 
:\fully infor;;1ed about it, they ViOuld have chosen "roomin;;-in". 
6. ii I; 
,I 
\jprepared mothers. 
Incidence of breast feeding was :mch ;1i;;her among the 
The "demand feeding" made possible by 
" lj "rooming-in 11 appeared to promote early success in this 
il 
I' . 
1;experlence. 
H 
'' 7. Prepared mothers expressed satisfac'cion at the part 
'·jtheir husbands were able to take in the infant 1 s care VJhile in 
I 
'!the hospital, and coni'iCience in the ability of their husbancis 
II 
'i 
1
1to be of help at home. Unprepared mothers tend eel to look to 
!· 
.H 
!! ,, 
i! 
:i 
I 
,, 
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,, 
!, 
'i some relative or J:'riend rather than to their husbands as the 
II 
,, 
11 source of this help and support. !I 
:I 
' ii Cl. In telephone interviews conducted four or five weeks 
\\ 
:I after discharge, prepared mothers report eel fewer problems than 
\i did the unprepared mothers. 'i'he former appeared to hanclle 
:I 
i'! their problems with good judgment and tended to involve their 
:j 
:i ii husbands in decision makint;. Unprepared mothers appeared to 
:; 
jlacK confidence in their ability 
ii 
to solve their problems with 
~the aid or their husbands. 
I· II ,, 
!i 
:r 
9. All prepared motl1ers had had their infants under 
!!!adequate meclical supervision since birth; only l1alf of the 
" 
,, 
iiunprepared mothers had providecl this uninter•rupted supervision. 
" I 
:I 
;I Recommendations 
il 
'I i! 
,! 1. 
In view of tl'1e fact that Parenthood classes and the 
li "rooming-in" service appear to have 
tl 
great value for parents 
jjexpectins their flrst infant, L'.eans 
'! 
shoulJ be sou~ht for inter-
:jpretin;:; these programs to the:·(1 so that ti:l2l"e ~-.~;::r::;- be an in-
' i !!cre2scd use of these facilities. 
:: 
' i) 
!ihave succeeded and \'Jho have failed vd.th brenst feeUinc to 
" !i ,, 
i:O.ete:::'l:1ine areas of instructions and support ~-... ihich Jl:.isht 
ielic.1inate failure. 
~. That the p1•esent content an~ L1etl1o~s of Parenthoo~ 
1;classes continue to be critically evaluatec:_ 
llstaff and parents to 6etcnnine ~~1at changes 
:I 
!rmk:e ther.l .still mol'e useful to parents. 
I• 
by instru.ctional 
or· atiditions nd;ht 
67 
~ ,, 
" 
:: 
'l'hat effect or support by nurses as revealed in the 
:: 
·~klata collected !'or this study be made ~cnoVJn to the nursins staffJ·· 
I 
!ithat this support may bccon:e even more effcctj_ ve. 
5. 'rhat rollo;·J-up studies oco compar··e the continuc·J health 
':and progress oi' infants v.Jhose parents hw.ve cho0en the nrooming-
11 ,, 
;lin 11 service Hi th those cared for in the traGi tional nursery be 
,, 
" 1
,\extended over a period of a year ore ;:·.ore. 
:! 
6. 'rhat tactful efforts be rnacie to interp2et the need. for 1 
:fVisi tin2; J~lurse fo1lO\\r-up to private ph;ysJ_cianEJ. 
'· 
' 
'i 
i 
ii 
'I 
i\ 
1! 
" 
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